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Auto Legends gather at Pebble as
Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance
Announces Scholarship Winners
Investing in the Next Generation of Automotive Enthusiasts
Meet the latest group of Phil
Hill Scholars
The Pebble Beach Concours
d’Elegance has been celebrating
historic automobiles for nearly
seven decades—and we want
to be certain these cars will be
celebrated for decades to come.
So we are committed to doing
all that we can to give new generations of enthusiasts the knowledge to appreciate great cars as
well as the skills to create and
care for them.
In 2009, we worked with our
primary charitable partner, the
Pebble Beach Company Foundation, to establish the Phil Hill
Scholarships, named to honor
a longtime friend of this concours while supporting students
in automotive arts and technical
programs. Phil Hill Scholarships
have since supported 10 students at McPherson College in
McPherson, Kansas, and 12 stu-

dents at the Academy of Art University in San Francisco. We’ve
also partnered in innovative ways
with The Revs Program at Stanford University. Here is an overview of our current efforts!
Our Phil Hill Scholars at
McPherson College
We are pleased to announce the
Pebble Beach Company Foundation is once again providing Phil
Hill Scholarships to two students—Ben Falconer and Dalton
Whitfield—enrolled in the Automotive Restoration program at
McPherson College. McPherson
is the only four-year liberal arts
college to offer such a program.
These scholarships have also
supported several McPherson
restoration students during their
internships, helping to defray
living expenses while they gain
experience.
McPherson College students
Ben Falconer (l) and Dalton
Whitfield (r) talk with Concours

Sarah, Team Auto News with 2018 Mazda CX-9 in Sun Valley, Idaho (photo Auto News)
by Bill McCallum
While I was driving a Mazda
CX-9 from Seattle to Sun Valley,
ID and back this past December,
Mazda U.S. was busy selling
CX-9’s across the country. Sales
of the seven passenger Mazda
CX-9 rose 26.3 percent year-todate with 3,276 vehicles sold in
the month of December. With
25,828 vehicles sold in 2017 the
CX-9 finished the year up 60.9
percent, as crossover vehicles
continue to dominate the U. S.
market. The Mazda CX-line
posted year-to-date sales growth,
with the CX-3, CX-5 (see page 3
story) and the CX-9 posting an
increase of 16.8% in December.
The three Mazda crossover vehi-

cles finished the year up 15.6 percent with 169,746 vehicles sold
in 2017.
This years road trip to Sun
Valley, ID for a little holiday
skiing was different. No snow or
ice on the highway and very little
snow in the mountains. Thanks
to the largest network of snow
making equipment in the world
and sunny days (that’s why the
resort is called Sun Valley) it was
another spectacular ski vacation.
The four most important elements to consider in a vehicle
for a long road trip to this writer
are; the power-to-pass, MPG,
comfort and room for your gear.
The Mazda CX-9 offers industry
leading benefits within all four

elements.
The power-to-pass is created
with a SKYACTIV-G 2.5T Turbo
engine mated with SKYACTIVDRIVE 6-speed sport mode automatic transmission. 26 MPG plus
on the highway makes your road
trip easy on the pocket book.
The seven passenger 2018
Mazda CX-9 Grand Touring
All Wheel Drive model offers a
number of creature comfort features that are standard including; leather-trimmed upholstery,
power drivers seat with lumbar,
driver seat memory with 2 positions, heated front seats, power
front passenger seat, heated
steering wheel and much more.

continued on page 5

All-New 2018 Lexus LC 500 is a “Game Changer”

continued on page 6

Jay Leno introduces Scholarship Winners at 2017 Concours
d’Elegance

Valeria, Team Auto News with 2018 Lexus LC 500 at Lexus of Bellevue Dealership (photo
Auto News) See Story on Page 26
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Creative people sometimes
create myths and then execute
those myths for a profit.
As Jerry Seinfeld likes to say,
“.....and there is nothing wrong
with that.”
But when the myth that pure
electric (EV) sales will surge in
the next few years leads automakers to invest stockholders
dollars and put employees jobs
a risk, there is something wrong
with that.
Considering that electric cars
represented over 30% of U.S.
sales in the early 1900’s and
eventually disappeared from
U.S. highways, then why are we
revisiting this failing business
model once again ? Five possible
reasons:
1- Internal Combustion Engines
are targeted as the main cause for
climate change. (Global Warming)
2- Government mandates and
rebates have helped create the
small U.S. market (1% to 2%)SEE page 5 story
3- The perception that Tesla
will be able to deliver 455,000
orders for the Model 3 in a timely
manner. Current production
estimates indicate a 3 year wait
(Automotive News - January 8th
issue - page 1 story)
4- The perception that the Tesla
business model will eventually
turn a profit
5- Silicon Valley Tech Giants
with their messaging have cre-

Volvo’s second generation
XC60 was recently named North
American ‘Utility of the Year’.
Announced by the North American Car of the Year jury of sixty
leading automotive journalists,
this honor continues to be the highlight of the North American International Auto Show in Detroit.
Volvo still has Swedish roots
which is obvious when looking
at the Scandinavian-themed interior and styling that reflects Volvo’s long heritage. Owned by an
investment group in China, long
time fans of Volvo can be confident that design work is still handled by the group that has always
produced the car known as one of
the “safest” in the industry.
The five passenger, five door
utility has a choice of three power
trains. The 2.0 liter turbo four
cylinder, rated at 250 horsepower
at 258 lb.-ft of torque, followed
by the 2.0 liter supercharged and
turbo-charged direct injection
engine rated at 316 horsepower
with 295 lb.-ft. of torque. A 400
horsepower plug-in hybrid will
be available later in the model
year featuring 472 lb.-ft. of
torque.
Tested was the XC60 T6 rated
at 316 horsepower that seems to
be the sweet spot in the line-up
and projected to be the most popular offering. All versions feature a 8-speed Geartronic Auto
Transmission with the StartStop feature that enhances fuel

Artificial intelligence was showcased more than ever in car technology at CES 2018 in Las Vegas.
Sandwiched between the LA Auto
Show and Detroit Auto Show,
cars and the latest technology are
expected at CES as familiar electronics brand expand into your
connected car and bring smarter
infotainment systems.
Talk to your car and you’ll hear
familiar voices from home such as
Amazon’s Alexa or Apple’s Siri
(CarPlay) and Google (Android
Auto) that are now listening to our
voice commands for in-car infotainment systems. Amazon’s Alexa
voice integration is now coming to
Toyota and Lexus after already
being integrated into BMW, Ford
and Hyundai, which unveiled it’s
Intelligent Personal Cockpit with
the Intelligent Personal Agent
coming as early as 2019.
“Hey Mercedes” will catch
the attention of the MBUX
Mercedes-Benz User Experience future dashboard with two
12-inch LCDs, which was powered by Nvidia, who also collaborated on the VW Microbus for
AI. Tomorrow’s dashboards are
Samsung’s Harman with a popout QLED dashboard screen and
Byton’s SUV EV concept car’s

The Acura TLX faces the same
challenge as other sedans these
days. The car-buying public’s
taste has shifted from the traditional four-door transportation to
crossover SUVs. Of course, not
everyone is buying an SUV, but
automakers like Acura are scrambling to make their sedans more
attractive to customers. With that
in mind, Acura has freshened the
look of its RLX, and added a new
sportier model, the A-Spec, to
their 2018 lineup.
Most agree that the restyled
nose of the 2018 RLX is big
improvement over the one on its
predecessor. The new, pentagonshaped grille with a large Acura
logo, makes a stronger impression than the “shield” design it
replaced. Sleek LED headlamps,
and distinctive creases on the
hood provide additional character to the new RLX. My white
test car with black trim, in place
of chrome, looked really sharp.
Inside, the cabin features a
twin cockpit design up front.
The center control panel sports
two displays. A large eight-inch
screen on the dash shows data,
such as a navigation map, while
below it a touchscreen and dial
handle the input. It is not a simple

I’ve driven and written about
several Kia models over the
years, and the Kia Forte EX
really impressed me recently.
There are a number of features
and performance related items
to mention, and I really enjoyed
some of the creature comforts.
The Forte’s 2.0 liter Gas Direct
Injection 4 cylinder engine delivers enough power while offering
33 MPG on the Highway. Safety
has always been a Kia trademark,
and the Forte offers a full compliment of features to include:
front, side, and curtain airbags;
Traction and Electronic Stability Control (TCS, ECS); Vehicle
Safety Management (VSM) and
Hill-start Assist Control (HAC).
Overall the Forte’s handling and
feel was fantastic on a couple of
our touring trips.
My family and I really enjoyed
the interior comfort and convenience features. First, there are
wing windows in the front doors
that really enhance visibility and
safety. The Forte’s drink receptacles and storage areas for driver
and passengers were really nice.
The trunk is spacious, there’s
plenty of leg room even if you are
tall, and overall the look and feel
of the controls for the driver are

continued on page 12
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The Mazda CX-5 is a small
crossover which prides itself on
being just a bit different.
While it accomplishes all the
family-oriented tasks a crossover
must, it does it while reminding
that if it was an ice cream cone it
wouldn’t be vanilla.
There have been some
changes, so the 2017 Mazda
CX-5 is slightly lower, and the
windshield is repositioned a bit
more than an inch to the rear,
so that the proportion of the
Mazda’s profile is slightly more
“classic.”
A dramatic line flows to the
car’s rear, ending at a trapezoidal
shape that extends from the lift
gate out toward each rear tire. I
find this to be an interesting look,
one that emphasizes the strong
look of the shoulders, something
crossovers are emphasizing in
the current design trend of these
highly popular cars.
In front the Mazda family face
uses thinner, headlamps that are
slightly lower than previously.
But there is still the signature
wing of the grille which keeps the

After spending a few days
driving the 2018 Subaru Crosstrek on roads that are known
for their poor conditions when
severe winter storms roll in, it
became very obvious why we see
so many Subarus around town,
on the highways and heading for
the hills to have fun in the snow.
We took to the road to visit
Olympic National Park in the
winter season. Hurricane Ridge
is the most easily accessed mountain area within the park. Named
for the force of the winds on the
mountain, Hurricane Ridge is
located 17 miles south of Port
Angeles, Washington, at the end
of the Hurricane Ridge Road.
We traveled the road from near
sea level to the alpine destination
which is almost a mile in elevation.
The climb of almost 5200
feet was effortless for the 2018
Subaru Crosstrek. The revised
2.0- liter four cylinder boxer
engine with direct fuel injection
was nicely paired with the new
6-speed manual transmission.
The Crosstrek had ample power

Looking at the latest F-series
truck here on a farm in Michigan, it’s easy to image another
truck, one born not far from
here in Dearborn. That truck, the
F-1, started the current F-series
bloodline back in 1948; seventy
years ago. Ok, so I didn’t have
to image it. Ford brought out a
‘48 to show off as a companion
and sharp contrast to the newest
2018 offering from Ford. And,
together they looked great.
Styling for the 2018 is a tame
update of the current model
with cues like the lighting and
embossed logos being the key
changes. But past these cosmetic
changes they have also added
three new interior décor packages, six new rims for wheels
18 to 22-inches, and brought
back the mesh grille (last found
on a ’08 Ford). The other effort
is to blend the half-ton and HD
SuperDuty styles – that process
which started last year is now
done. They now both share the
same cabs and the same look.
Past this, technology in the form
of driver-assist features continue

This issue I was tasked with
writing a short column on what
I have learned in the last year
about Millennials within the
automotive industry.
According to J.D. Power’s
Power Information Network,
Millennials bought 4 million cars
and trucks in the United States in
2015; that number is expected to
increase in the years ahead.
What I have learned about
Millennials (America’s largest
living generation born between
1981 and 1997) within the auto
industry is that they are delaying
car ownership while they work
to pay off student loans and use
the convenience of parents’ cars
or Uber, Millennials spend time
researching the car buying process and are not impulsive buyers,
on this note, they expect and
desire an excellent online experience: many search brands and
dealerships online before going
to dealerships, so web footprints
should be informative and well
designed. Millennials know what
they want; they will go where
the inventory they want is, (Stay

This weekend, I had the opportunity to attend Evergreen Speedway’s Annual “Night of Champions” event. A night where the
winners of the previous year’s
racing season are honored. It was
a great evening with over 700
automotive enthusiasts from the
Pacific Northwest in attendance
celebrating racing culture.
About Evergreen Speedway
Based in Monroe, Washington
and founded in 1954, Evergreen
Speedway has catered to automotive enthusiasts in the PNW for
over 60 years. Today, it is recognized as the marquee racing
facility in the Northwest region;
hosting over 130 events annually
and attracting over 270,000 fans
every year. Evergreen Speedway
hosts almost every type of racing
event from NASCAR and drag
racing to rallycross and drifting;
with notable National events featured in the Formula Drift series
and Redbull Global Rallycross
series.
“Night of Champions” 2017:
In this year’s “Night of Champions” event, Evergreen Speed-

continued on page 10
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2018 Mercedes- Infiniti introduces a Lincoln Experience
Benz E400 Coupe World’s First in the Center at the Ford Ctr.
Test Drive
QX50’s VC-Turbo at the Star in Frisco
Two-door hardtop Coupes are
seen infrequently these days,
particularly at the price point of
the Mercedes-Benz E400 Coupe.
This means that there are no “B”
pillars, and with front and rear
windows down, there is a stylish
opening from the “A” to “C”
pillar or sail panel, where the roof
flows gracefully and smoothly
into the short rear deck with an
integrated lip spoiler. There is a
small quarter window panel aft
that could be eliminated for a
totally clean opening.
A 3.0L, DOHC, 24-valve, biturbo V6 engine equipped with ECO
Start/Stop is the power source
for all E400s. The potent turbocharged V6 delivers 329 horsepower in a range from 5,260-6,000
rpm, while producing 354 lb-ft
of torque from 1,600-4,000 rpm.
The engine gears its motive force
to the driving wheels through a
9G-TRONIC 9-speed automatic
transmission with steering wheel
mounted paddle shifters.
In terms of its visual appeal,
the 2018 E-Class Coupe displays
alluring styling with its attractive proportions, simplistic, yet
elegant lines and sensual organic
forms. Examples - the large Mercedes Star emblem centered in the
bold, radiating diamond-block
grille; the iconic Mercedes-Benz
hood “power domes” (first seen on
the 1954 300 SL Gullwing sports
car), and distinctive crystal-like
tail lamps are unique styling cues
that enhance the new E400 Coupe
in addition to the bright finished
elliptical exhaust outlets.
The cabin provides a classic
4-seat layout with premium materials borrowed from the S-Class,
creating a sporty, modern luxury
aura.. The standard central 12.3inch high-resolution COMAND
display can be augmented by
a second, optionally available
12.3-inch widescreen instrument
cluster that is merged under a
single glass panel, producing a
singular screen effect.
Slide into the driver’s seat
and you’re greeted by a dash
that sweeps eloquently across its
entire width and into the front
door panels. The TFT instrumentation appears in two sections.
Air vents are symmetrical in their
arrangement and resemble jet turbines. A warm, selectable multicolor glow appears beneath the
bright trim strip separating the
dash’s two panels and just above
the center stack’s supplemental
controls and storage compartment. A long storage space is
positioned under the dual-door
armrest.
The E400 Coupe is a showcase for comfort and convenience features as well as safety
and security fare, along with an
extensive inventory of connectivity and infotainment touches.
Optionally available is the extensive roster of Driver Assistance

continued on page 6

A true “world’s first” is hard to
come by these days, especially in
the ever-disruptive auto industry.
Infiniti nailed it. The premium
brand of Nissan has reinvented

continued on page 9

Lincoln Motor Company has a
new experience showroom at the
Ford Center at The Star in Frisco
Texas, AKA Jerry’s World, Jerry
Jones of the Dallas Cowboys. As

continued on page 9

Lincoln Experience Center at the Ford Center at The Star
in Frisco Texas (photo Harold Allen)
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Politics and the Environment
Will Pure Electric Vehicles (EVs) More Than 5,500 Hydrogen
Survive in the U.S. Without
Fuel Cell Vehicles Delivered
Government Rebates & Mandates?
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date. Prices and rebates are subject
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It appears that the demise of
the gasoline and diesel-powered
car is near, perhaps in less than 20
years. Will that demise be caused
by a lack of fuel, competition
and market forces or will it result
from some other reason besides
market forces? That poses a very
important question.
History tells us the best products are developed by market
forces and innovation, not by
government decree or intervention. When market forces ruled,
electric cars were 38 percent of
the car market in 1900, but by
1905 EVs’ share of the marketplace dropped to seven percent
and by 1912 after the invention
of the electric starter by Charles
Kettering (first offered on the
Cadillac), electric cars were sold
next to the buggy whips. Cars
powered by the internal combustion (I/C) engine had taken
over the market place, not by
government decree but because
they were simply a better motive
force and the fuel system offered
significantly greater flexibility
and utility. And the marketplace
decided that, not some government bozo(s).
If EVs were so great and were
a better source of personal transportation, then without ques-

tion, EVs would rule the market
place. But they don’t. Even with
EVs like the Tesla, Volt, Leaf and
more, EVs sales are less than one
percent of the marketplace and
that’s with significant government incentives and subsidies.
First is that EVs are very expensive. The main component, the
battery is extremely expensive
still allegedly costing about $270
a kilowatt hour (kWh) of energy
storage. The rule of thumb for
EV range is from 3-4 miles per
kWh, meaning for an EV with a
200-mile range (about a 60-kWh
battery), the cost for the battery
alone will be $16,200. And that
is just for the part, with no installation and markup. In today’s
market, there are several compact
cars that achieve 40 mpg that sell
for a transaction price below that
number and there many subcompact cars that can be had for 10-20
percent less than that number.
And the car types that are mentioned also have a fuel operating
expense less than an EV. In other
words, In many parts of California, for the same $5.00 of energy,
the compact (I/C) car will be able
to travel farther than the EV.
If you don’t think government
subsidies have anything to do

continued on page 9

SUV & CUV
Millennial
Segment
Buyers are a
Continues to Grow Growing Segment
continued from page 1

continued from page 3

With the option to fold down the
3rd row of seats the Mazda CX-9
offers more than enough room for
travel bags, ski gear, etc.
With much of the U.S. now
in the winter months Mazda’s
i-Active All-Wheel-Drive system,
available as an option on all
Mazda crossover SUV’s, continues its popularity among crossover SUV buyers with 59.9% of
buyers choosing the option.
If you are considering a new
crossover SUV, I suggest you
include a “test drive” in a Mazda
CX-3, CX-5, or a CX-9

well-stocked, dealers!) Millennials want to remain connected to
their phones within their cars, and
enjoy all the other latest technologies, such as GPS. The majority of Millennials are not flashy
when it comes to their cars, but
they do desire affordability, reliability and practicality. Last, they
wish for a stream-lined financing
process, Take note, dealers if you
want the business of America’s
largest living generation!
2017 was a great year for me
at GlobalAutoNews; Happy New
Year 2018-style and see you next
time, Millennials!

445 East Pacific Coast Highway, Newport Beach, CA 92660
Toll 800/423-7077
www.newportautocenter.com

Reports “Information Trends”

More than 5,500 hydrogen
fuel cell vehicles have been sold
since they were launched, and
the number will easily top 6,000
by year-end 2017, Information
Trends stated today.
In a report, “Hydrogen Fuel
Cell Vehicles: A Global Analysis,” the market research firm disclosed that close to 2,400 hydrogen fuel cell vehicles were sold
in the first three quarters of 2017.
The sales activity is striking,
because a robust hydrogen fueling infrastructure is not widely
available yet, said Naqi Jaffery,
the lead author of the report.

By 2021, at least 10 brands will
be selling hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, Jaffery said. By this time,
hydrogen fueling infrastructures
will be sufficiently developed in
several regions to allow largescale hydrogen mobility.
Brands that will be competing for market share by 2021
include Toyota, Lexus, Hyundai, Kia, Honda, Mercedes-Benz
and BMW. Other entrants in this
space include Tata Motors, Pininfarina S.p.A. (owned by Mahindra & Mahindra) and Riversimple. More companies will join the
bandwagon after 2021.

AUTO NEWS® BYTES
Amazon today announced that docuseries GRAND PRIX Driver, formerly known as the untitled McLaren racing series, will premiere on
Friday, February 9, exclusively on Prime Video. The series is narrated
by Oscar-winning actor Michael Douglas, and gives Prime members
unprecedented access to the drivers, engineers and leaders of the legendary Formula 1 race team McLaren. All four episodes of the Prime
Original Series will be available to stream on this date.
Episodes of GRAND PRIX Driver are available for review at www.
screeners.com. Please contact us for access.
GRAND PRIX Driver goes inside the highly secretive world of Formula 1 by offering never-before-granted access to the inner workings
of the McLaren team, one of the most successful teams in motor racing
history. After two tough years at the back of the grid, McLaren is hopeful that this is the year they will be back on the podium, and they have
promoted rookie driver Stoffel Vandoorne alongside two-time world
champion Fernando Alonso to work towards this goal.
GRAND PRIX Driver will take viewers through Vandoorne’s first
few months with McLaren-Honda, including his grueling training
regime, the highly anticipated launch of the new 2017 car and testing at
Barcelona. Prime members will get to see challenges within the team,
including rare insight into Alonso and his fierce drive to claim a third
championship, new McLaren Executive Director Zak Brown’s quest for
sponsorship in this expensive sport and the car build process, including
the installation of the new Honda engine, which no team has previously
allowed.
“GRAND PRIX Driver provides Prime members unprecedented
access to the McLaren-Honda team and its state-of-the-art facility and
follows all facets of the team as it deals with a challenging 2017 season,”
said Heather Schuster, Head of Unscripted, Amazon Originals. “Amazon
customers will have a front row seat to the good and the bad—it will be
unlike anything ever seen before in racing.”
“It’s no secret that this has been the most difficult season in McLaren’s history and it would have been easy for them to close the doors on
us,” said Executive Producer Manish Pandey. “Instead, the team trusted
Prime members to understand the mind-blowing complexity of modern
Formula 1 and to recognize that all competitors take falls – but only
great champions get up again, fight and win. And McLaren and Honda
are great champions.”
“We were absolutely committed to opening every door for Amazon’s
film crew as they followed us across our many months of preparation
ahead of the 2017 Formula 1 season,” said Zak Brown, McLaren Executive Director. “We left no stone unturned in giving them the access and
insight they needed – and the results, both the good and the not so good,
are both revealing and compelling. I can’t remember a Formula 1 operation revealing as much as we have, and the results will show the sheer
effort, ambition, hope and heartbreak that makes Formula 1 the greatest
sport in the world.”
GRAND PRIX Driver is executive produced by BAFTA winner
Manish Pandey (Senna, Ferrari, The Bentley Boys), Chris Connell and
Anwar Nuseibeh.
Prime members will be able to stream GRAND PRIX Driver via the
Amazon Prime Video app for TVs, connected devices including Fire TV,
mobile devices and online at amazon.com/GRANDPRIXDriver. Members can also download the series to mobile devices for offline viewing
at no additional cost to their membership.
Customers who are not already Prime members can sign up for a free
trial at www.amazon.com/prime. For a list of all Amazon Video compatible devices, visit www.amazon.com/howtostream.
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to be added; a process that Ford
works at constantly.
It’s this program of “constant
innovation” (a Ford catchphrase) that adds meaningful
content to its F-series almost
annually. They don’t wait for
generational changes to release
updates; instead year in and year
out they change mechanicals and
add tech as its needed responding
to its customers wants.
For 2018 the base engine in
all F-150’s will be the 3.3L V6
PFDI (Port Fuel Direct Injection) with a six-speed transmission. It makes 290 hp and 265
lb-ft of torque. Fuel economy
is 10.7L/100km combined (EPA
approved numbers). The other
PFDI engine in the line-up is the
5.0L V8. It makes a respectable
395 hp and 400 lb-ft of torque.
Fuel economy is 12.4L/100km
combined.
Then we get into the EcoBoost
engines. The 2.7L V6 is surprisingly powerful with 325hp and
400 lb-ft of torque which comes
on at a very low rpm of just
2,750. Also it gets 10.7L/100km
combined.
The 3.5L EcoBoost V6 which
first debuted in 2011 is now in
its second generation and is
rated at 375 hp and 470 lb-ft of
torque with a fuel number of
11.2L/100km combined.
The fifth powertrain is exclusive to the F-150 Raptor (for now
anyway) and is a 3.5L EcoBoost
HO version that bumps up the
V6’s output to 450hp and 510
lb-ft of torque. Fuel economy
dives to 14.7L/100km combined.
An innovation that was introduced late in 2017 was the all
new 10-speed transmission. With
the exception of the 3.3L V6 base
engine all others are now coupled
to this 10-speed. This tranny is
non-sequential, meaning it jumps
from gear to gear (whichever is
called for) without having to
bump up or down through every
other gear. It’s really quite something to see the indicator go
from tenth to fifth as you punch
the throttle. This transmission
features a high-speed one-way
clutch, improved kinematics, a
tow/haul mode, Gen II high efficiency filtration and an internal
start/stop oil pump that works
with that standard auto start-stop
feature that is found on all 2018
F-series trucks.
So, no truck introduction
would be complete without some
bragging about the “new” weight
capabilities. Ford has never been
shy about this and for 2018 they
are once again pushing the limits
and claiming new best-in class
numbers. These are 13,200 lb for
towing. For payload they have
posted a 3,270 lb figure. Stating
that the 2018 has larger axles this
F-series now has a Max GVWR
of 18,500 lb. All this on a pickup
we still refer to has a “half-ton”.
Perhaps it’s time to rethink that
label - as we left half-ton territory many, many years ago.

Past and Future of the Ford F-150 (photo Ford Motor Co.)

2018 Mercedes-Benz
E400 4MATIC Coupe
A Stunningly Gorgeous
Two-Door Hardtop
by Arv Voss

continued from page 4

technologies that first bowed in
the 2017 E-Class Sedan.
My test 2018 Mercedes-Benz
E400 Coupe was the 4MATIC
version. The exterior finish was
Lunar Blue metallic, while the
interior was executed in Saddle
Brown and Black leather tones
with the disigno® treatment,
featuring Piano Black lacquer
Flowing Line Wood trim accents.
The base suggested retail price
was set at $61,400., while the
final tally came to $86,685.
after factoring in the Paint and
Trim, 19” AMG Sport 5-twinspoke alloy wheels shod with
high performance tires, rear
side airbags, Multicontour front
seats with a massage function
and feature as well a heating
and ventilation, AIR BODY
CONTROL air suspension, PO3
Premium 3 Package with a host
of driver assistance, convenience,
and connectivity features, RBU
Warmth and Comfort Package,
321 AMG Line and Destination
and Delivery charge.

SUMMARY:
The
2018
Mercedes-Benz E400 4MATIC
Coupe provides a fitting, elegant
and luxurious mode of transport
for the discerning man or woman
that is surpassed only if you’re
partial to open cars, by its stablemate E400 Cabriolet.
The 329 horses put out by
the 3.0-liter biturbo V6 delivers
performance equivalent to many
V8s – especially in the Drive
mode selector’s Sport + selection, which for some may be
a little too aggressive. Not to
worry, there’s also a Comfort
mode which is smoother, a Sport
mode for enhanced performance,
but not to the extreme and, an
Individual mode for customizable settings. The car’s 0-60 mph
time is a reasonable 5.2 seconds,
with a 130 mph electronically
limited top speed.
Handling attributes register on
the sporty and responsive scale
with a spot-on steering feel. The
E400 is remarkably stable, with
no excessive body roll, and the
ride quality is tunable to one’s
personal preference through the
Drive Mode Select feature.
For genuine audiophiles, the
Burmeister High End 3D Surround Sound System is incredible, but if you don’t fall into that
category, you can save $9,350.

Even though the rear seat room
has been increased, space can be
confining behind tall front seat
occupants.
Bottom line, the 2018 Mercedes-Benz E400 4MATIC Coupe
is a beautiful, comfortable and
satisfying machine that delivers
a stellar (as in Mercedes Star)
motoring experience.
SPECIFICATIONS:
2018 Mercedes-Benz E400
4MATIC Coupe
Base Price:
$61,400
Price as Tested: $86,685.
Engine Type and Size:
3.0-liter, DOHC, 24-valve
Biturbo V6 with ECO auto stop/
start.
Horsepower (bhp): 329 @
5,260-6,000 rpm
Torque (ft./ lbs.): 354 @
1,600-4,000 rpm
Transmission: 9G TRONIC
9-speed automatic with steering
wheel mounted paddle shifters.
Drive Train: Longitudinally
mounted front engine / 4MATIC
All-Wheel Drive.
Suspension: Front - Independent
multi-link suspension with coil
spring, single-tube gas pressure with
variable damping and torsion bar.
Rear - Independent multi-link
suspension with coil spring,
single-tube gas pressure with
variable damping and torsion bar.

Chairman Sandra Button at the
Patron Appreciation Reception
held during Pebble Beach Automotive Week.
Our Phil Hill Scholars at the
Academy of Art University
The Academy of Art University
continues to join with us to honor
Phil Hill by providing Phil Hill
Scholarships to students in its
highly regarded industrial design
program, led by respected automotive designer Tom Matano.
Joining the first ten scholarship
recipients are the following two
recipients: Brett LaBar and Sean
Wilson.
Academy of Art University
(AAU) Student Brett LaBar;
Tom Matano, Executive Director
of the AAU School of Industrial
Design; Student Sean Wilson;
Pebble Beach Concours Chairman Sandra Button; AAU President Elisa Stephens; and Antonio Borja, Director of the AAU
School of Industrial Design
Our Partnership with The Revs
Program at Stanford University
The Pebble Beach Concours
d’Elegance also partners with The
Revs Program at Stanford University, a trans disciplinary program focused on the past, present, and future of the automobile.
The Concours offers students the
opportunity to see some of the
world’s greatest cars and better
understand each car’s technology,
beauty, history, and importance.
The past few years, in the
Spring, we’ve met with a class
of Stanford students to tell them
about several cars headed our
way. The students then spend
the next few months researching those cars and debating how
best to judge each car’s importance, and in August they attend
the Concours to see the cars in
person and present The Revs
Program at Stanford Award to
the car they determine to be the
most historically significant. This
year, the award went to a 1907
Renault AI 35/45 HP Vanderbilt
Racer owned by Rob Kauffman
of Charlotte, North Carolina.
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Evergreen Speedway
“Night of Champions
continued from page 3
way honored the top 10 in each of
the Evergreen NASCAR Classes
and Top 5 in the Evergreen Drift
Pro Am and Grass Roots classes
for 2017. With over 700 people in
attendance, the “Night of Champions” has grown to become the
largest NASCAR and Short Track
banquet in the country. This
year’s Champions included:
Evergreen
Drift
Bardahl
Pro-Am Champion: Patrick
Heald
Evergreen Drift Bardahl Grassroots Champion: Matthew Rusiecki
Foster Press Mini Stocks
Champion: Brad Thomas
Speedway Chevrolet Super
Late Model Champion: Trenton
Moriarity
Les Schwab Street Stocks
Champion: Roger Drake
Evergreen Speedway Outlaw
Figure 8 Champion: Chris Curtis
Monroe Grocery Outlet Super
Stock Figure 8’s Champion:
Quenton Borreson
Buzz-In Stinger 8 Champion:
Cody Hoopes
Interstate Batteries Hornets
Champion: Dawson Cox
2017 Rookie of the Year: Dario
Retych
We were especially excited to
catch-up with Evergreen Drift
Pro-Am Champion Patrick Heald
of Heald Racing during the event.
As an up-and-coming Formula
Drift competitor; Heald was able
to win the Evergreen Pro-Am
series in his first full year of drift
competition. An accomplishment
that few are capable of doing and
that took many (including Heald)
by surprise: “I would say that as
a team we were hoping just to
break into the top 10 for the 2017
season. I am still amazed that we

Visit: www.AutoNewsOnline.com

placed 1st in 2017!” stated Heald.
With the successes of 2017, the
talented driver earned a license to
compete on a National Level next
year in Formula Drift Pro-2. An
opportunity Heald fully intends
to take. “2018 is going to be a
big one for the Heald racing program. We will be moving up into
the Formula Drift Pro 2 series,
which will be a big jump for us.
I think over anything else it will
be a great learning opportunity.
We have a great team of guys
and I am sure whatever the outcome we will have a great time
and grow together. We are really
looking forward to competing in
the full Pro 2 series in 2018.”
Despite now moving on to
bigger things on a National
Scale, Evergreen Speedway and
the PNW will always be home
to him, and seems to be a fanbase he’ll always be a part of.
Heald reflected fondly as we
spoke about the fans at home.
“My favorite aspect of the drift
scene in the PNW is the amazing
people, we have a great fan base
in the PNW, rain or shine they
are out at the events cheering on
their favorite drivers, coming out
into the pits and hanging out with
us. It is such a fun motorsport to
be involved in... it’s almost like a
family. ”
It’s because of young drivers
like Heald that we love attending
events like the “Night of Champions.” In a world where technology is driving everyone towards
self-driven cars and automation.
It’s nice to find a shared place
that encourages safe enjoyment
of motorsports and celebrates
young, talented drivers. If you’re
an auto enthusiast, make sure
to check out Evergreen Speedway (www.evergreenspeedway.
com) this year and follow Patrick
Heald (www.healdracing.com) as
he takes Formula Drift Pro-2 by
storm.
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Evergreen Speedway “Night of Champions” Award Winners

Saleen Brings Back S7 Supercar with Le Mans Edition
Saleen Automotive, Inc. has
re-asserted its dominance in the
supercar market with the unveiling of the 1300-horsepower
Saleen S7 Le Mans (LM) Edition
at the recent LA Auto Show.
The S7R race version has
won at every major racetrack
in the world, including Daytona, Sebring, Nurburgring, and
the prestigious 24 Hours of Le
Mans. The S7 LM Edition commemorates that seven-year run
of consecutive racing victories
of its Saleen S7 Supercar. The S7
street version has also starred in
several Hollywood blockbusters,
including being driven by “God”
in Bruce Almighty.
Steve Saleen previously announced the planned build of
this extraordinary supercar. The

car unveiled at the recent LA
Auto Show is the fulfillment of
the first of the special edition S7
LMs. “True to our form, we are
bringing back America’s only
true supercar,” said Steve Saleen,
CEO of Saleen Automotive. “We
are celebrating our winning heritage and advancing the performance DNA that Saleen was built
around.”
A 7.0L twin-turbo engine,
rated at 1300 horsepower, will
power the new S7 LM supercar.
Each one is being hand built at
Saleen’s Corona, CA, headquarters. The S7 LM’s transmission
is a longitudinal, 6-speed all synchromesh with limited-slip differential. It also has a metallic clutch
with 8.0-inch twin-disc hydraulic
actuation bow-through uprights.

The S7 LM has an all-new,
exclusive Black/Silver paint
scheme with clear-coated carbon
fiber. It will ride on Saleen
forged, five-spoke, Le Mansstyle wheel design equipped with
center locking wheel nuts with
automatic safety locks. Fronts
are sized at 19 X 9.5-inches with
rears at 20 X 12.0-inches. These
sleek, stylish wheels will be shod
with high-performance tires:
275/30/ZR19 front and 335/30/
ZR20 rears.
The chassis is comprised of
4130 Lightweight Steel Space
frame with Honeycomb Composite panels. The S7 LM has
advanced wind tunnel developed aerodynamics including
integrated split-channel airflow

continued from page 13
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From 2 -Volvo XC60
economy. All Wheel Drive with
Instant Traction is also included
in all versions of the XC60.
Safety and security is the
byword of Volvo. One of the first
in the industry to offer Collision
Avoidance, known as City Safety,
detects vehicle/pedestrian/cyclist
and large animals. This avoidance system leads the way with its
technology throughout the industry. Lane keeping aid and oncoming lane mitigation is also part of
the safety and security package.
Known for superior passenger
protection, Volvo surrounds its
passengers in a unibody high

strength steel safety cage.
Luxury and convenience continues to impress in the new
XC60, especially in the Inscription trim level as tested. Outside,
the Inscription level has chrome
bars in the grill and chrome side
trim with the “Inscription” designation displayed on each side.
Four zone climate control is
surrounded by driftwood decor
inlays complemented by interior
high level illumination.
The luxury seat package adds
the Nappa leather upholstery,
heated steering wheel, heated
front seats, as well as backrest massage for the front seats.

2018 Volvo XC60 (photo Art Gould)

INSIDE ASIA
AUTO NEWS BYTES
by Michelle Hale

When I lived in Shanghai there was a noodle restaurant on the
corner of our street, Huaihai Middle Road. It’s an institution like
the old lady who works behind the counter. At any time of day
there were Lamborghinis parked out front, just one example of the
vast wealth in China. No doubt they are surrounded by electric
vehicles (EV) now, as more EVs are sold in China than United
States.
More and more automakers are introducing EVs not only for
the environmental benefits but more importantly for business and
profits; China has the most potential because it’s the worlds largest
auto market, and the government is encouraging production and
sales. The seismic move towards EVs has catapulted automakers
production plans, and prompted new alliances and new products.
Automakers like Infiniti announced it will go all electric from
2021, joining major international automakers like VW, GM, Ford,
Daimler and BMW in the race to increase EV sales in China.
In 2017, 28 million cars were sold in China, more than any
other country. China is determined to be a leader in total sales
and production, as well as electrification. The demand for EVs in
China is booming, propelled by China’s new policies that mandate
automakers meet production quotas for battery-powered vehicles
starting in 2019.
China is extending its electric car rebate until 2020 which is
good news for consumers and automakers. But the shift for automakers to EVs is not purely centred on the environment. It’s a play
for the world’s biggest auto market and way of the future.
Sales in China for 2017 EVs and plugin hybrids were around
700,000, triple the number sold in the rest of the world. China
sales for 2018 are forecast to top 1 million, according to an official
from the China Association of Automobile manufacturers.
Exemptions from license plate lotteries and registration fees in
cities like Beijing and Shanghai are driving demand. “These exemptions are critical levers to make purchasing an EV more attractive, especially for younger, first-time buyers,” according to a
McKinsey report. “In all, China provides monetary subsidies that,
for a representative, midsize car, amount to approximately 23% of
total EV price.”
In order to limit the number of cars on the road and decrease
congestion and traffic jams, several years ago China implemented
a lottery once a month to determine license plate allocation. As
a side note, in numerology-crazed China, a sought after number
like lucky 88888 can be sold for seven figures USD. Providing free
license plates for EVs is a powerful incentive.
The Chinese government is heavily investing in infrastructure
to support EVs. China plans to build 4.8m charging stations with
a spending forecast at approximately $15 billion by 2020, according to Gao Feng Advisory, a consulting firm based in Beijing.
Automakers can’t afford not to be in China.

Heated rear seats keep rear passenger complaints at a minimum.
Other packages on the ‘as
tested’ car I drove included the
Vision package. This includes
the Blind Spot information with
Steer Assist. Cross Traffic alert
compliments front and rear park
assist along with park assist pilot.
The advanced package features a
360 degree camera with graphical heads up display with full
LED headlights which includes
active bending cornering lamps.
Headlight high pressure cleaning is also a welcome advantage
to keep inclement weather where
it belongs...not on the lighting
system.
The driving experience is
where the new XC60 really
shines. As soon as you get
behind the steering wheel you
feel in total control. The most
comfortable seats in the industry
give you superior seating positions to add to the confidence
feeling. Steering, drivability
and chassis control all add to an
extraordinary driving experience.
Most versions are on sale now
with the XC60 T6 model starting at $44,900. The ‘as tested’
model came out to be $63,290.
that includes every surprise and
delight feature to make the driving experience even more exhilarating.

Acura TLX Test Drive by Ed Barrett

Acura TLX (photo Ed Barrett)
continued from page 2

system, and takes some time to
get used to.
Accommodations in the TLX
are cozy. There is sufficient
room for a tall driver, but the
front passenger’s knee room is
restricted by the protruding dash.
In the rear, head- and legroom are
tight, and pity the person sitting
in the middle, his or her scalp will
scrape the overhead light.
Trunk space is okay—about
average in size for its class at
14.3 cubic feet.
Compensating for the tight

INSIDE EUROPE
AUTO NEWS BYTES
by Bill McCallum

Bonhams is delighted to announce that the 19th annual Bonhams Aston Martin Sale will take place at Englefield House, Pangbourne, near Reading on Saturday 2 June 2018, in association
with the Aston Martin Owners Club. The event is part of a special weekend celebrating the iconic marque, including the Club’s
prestigious international Concours D’Etat.
Aston Martin Owners Club Secretary, Marc Aylott, commented: ‘The Club is proud to continue its long association with the
Bonhams Aston Martin Sale, which traditionally takes place on
the Club’s renowned Concours D’Etat weekend, in partnership
with Champagne Taittinger and Lockton Insurance. Staging the
Bonhams auction and Club Concours on consecutive days offers
the perfect opportunity for our global membership to gather together with our UK Members to enjoy two wonderful world-class
Aston Martin events.’
Peter Carson, House and Events Manager at Englefield House,
commented: ‘We are delighted to be hosting the Bonhams Aston
Martin Sale and the Aston Martin Owners Club Concours. Englefield House and our beautiful grounds are the perfect setting to
showcase these iconic cars, and I have no doubt that it will be a
stunning event. We are very much looking forward to welcoming
both Aston Martin owners and enthusiasts, as well as members of
the public, to the Estate.
The beautiful park lands of the Elizabethan house and estate in
Berkshire will become a welcome addition to the Bonhams portfolio of impressive auction locations, including the Goodwood
series of sales, Le Grand Palais, Monaco and Quail Lodge.
James Knight, Group Motoring Chairman, commented: ‘The
Bonhams Aston Martin Sale is a firm feature on the automotive
auction calendar and it is hard to believe that 2018 will mark the
19th auction since the inaugural Sale back in 2000. Over the years
Bonhams, along with the Aston Martin Owners Club, took up residence at Aston Martin Works and those activities will continue
with the Club at its Concours within the grounds of Englefield
House. Aston Martin Works was a warm host and I enjoyed many
years conducting the Bonhams Sale on-site within their Service
department. We are thrilled to continue the annual Sale with the
Aston Martin Owners Club.
To discuss selling your Aston Martin with Bonhams, please
contact:
carsuk@bonhams.com
tim.schofield@bonhams.com
+44 (0) 20 7468 5801
+44 (0) 20 7468 5804

dimensions is a nicely finished
cabin. My test car had upscale
furnishings, like leather seats
with suede-like center panels
and contrasting piping. Brushed
silver accents highlighted the
dash, console and doors. Black
headliner, soft to the touch, complemented the rest of the cabin.
Acura offers buyers a choice
of two power trains. The first
is a 2.4-liter, four-cylinder mill
with 206 horsepower teamed
with an eight-speed automated
manual transmission. The second
is a 3.5-liter, V-6 with 290 horses
mated to a nine-speed automatic.
The TLX is available with frontwheel- or all-wheel drive. My test
car had the V-6 with AWD, and it
had more than enough power to
haul a fully loaded car with five
passengers up a steep mountain
road without a problem.
The TLX comes in four editions. The base model is available with either a four- or a
six-cylinder engine. It is well
equipped with luxury items,
like heated front seats, sevenspeaker audio, and active safety
systems, such as adaptive cruise
control, lane-departure alert and
forward collision warning and
braking. The “Tech” version adds
upgrades like leather, 10-speaker
audio and blind-spot monitoring. The “Advance” adds more
luxury with a heated steering
wheel, heated rear seats and a
360-degree-view camera,
New for 2018 is the sporty
A-Spec model, like the one I
drove. The A-Spec distinguishes
itself visually from its siblings
with a blacked-out grille and
trim, black 19-inch wheels and a
rear-deck spoiler. Inside, drivers
get a hefty sport steering wheel,
wireless phone charging and
ventilated seats, trimmed with
leather and Alcantara.
On the road, the A-Spec struts
its stuff with Acura’s Super
Handling
All-Wheel
Drive
(SHAWD) and solid V-6 power.
The SHAWD enhances cornering
capability by transferring power
to the outside wheels. The result
of this is sure-footed handling.
The power train is assisted by a
selectable drive system which
can quicken throttle response;
alter gearshift points and tighten
up the steering. Select “Sport”
or “Sport+” and you are ready
to take on any twisty road. However, the improved handling
comes with a price, the TLX’s
ride becomes choppy on bumpy
roads.
TLX pricing starts at $33,950
for the base 2.4L model.
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Will Pure Electric Vehicles
(EVs) Survive in the U.S. Without
Government Rebates & Mandates?
continued from page 5

currently with the meager sales
of EVs we have an actual example, Hong Kong. Tesla was doing
a brisk sales business in Hong
Kong with its EV. Recently Hong
Kong stop all subsidies and Tesla
sales have all but dried up. What
do you think would happen here
if all subsidies were terminated?
The powertrain for the compact car costs about $3,500, for
an EV with a 60-kWh battery it’s
about $20,000. And the average
compact car has a range of 400
miles and a highway range of 500
or more miles, not the miniscule
200-mile range of a 60 kWh EV.
The refueling time for the compact car will be about two minutes
and for the EV on a 220 Volt charger it will take a minimum of 4-5
hours (8 hours or more on a 110
Volt outlet). Even a supercharger
(called CHAdeMO) it will take
nearly an hour and potentially
shorten battery life. And then
there is an issue no one talks
about, cold weather. Batteries do
not perform well in cold and hot
weather and in winter time EVs
will not have the promised range.
When temps approach 32 degrees,
it will significantly degrade EV
range, depending on how cold;
published reports show a 57 percent range loss at minus 20 f. East
Coasters beware. At temperatures
above 95 f, range can drop by
about 35 percent. Batteries work
best in moderate climes.

Infiniti
Introduces a
World’s First
in the QX50’s
VC-Turbo
continued from page 4

the gasoline engine with the allnew 2.0-liter VC-Turbo (Variable
Compression Ratio Turbo): the
world’s first production-ready
variable compression ratio engine. Something other automakers have tried and failed.
After 20 years of pioneering research and more than 300
patents, Infiniti sets new benchmarks for the internal combustion
engine. The VC-Turbo combines
the power of a high-performance
2.0-liter turbo gasoline engine
with the torque and efficiency of
6-cylinder power train.
Infiniti’s VC-Turbo technology
uses an advanced multi-link system to seamlessly raise or lower
the stroke of the pistons, detecting the car’s driving condition
and driver inputs, and instantly
selecting the most suitable compression ratio.
The engine is able to offer any
compression ratio between 8:1
(typical for high performance
engines) and 14:1 (used by many
manufacturers for high efficiency) maximizing driver control.
The result is an engine that offers a compelling alternative to
similarly-powered four cylinder diesel engines – without the
equivalent emissions. The VCTurbo engine will be comparable
to certain six-cylinder gasoline
powertrains for performance,
while significantly out perform-

Even in today’s market of
saving the world mantras (a fallacy), EVs have only one percent
of the market, even with huge
government subsidies. Chevy’s
remarkable Volt EV with a solid
200-mile range and a fictitious
base price of about $35,000 (less
than $30,000 with tax credits,
with high income earners getting the most benefit here) is not
selling all that well, with Chevy
intentionally slowing production
because of slow sales. A benefit
for GM as they lose money on
every Volt, anyway. And then
there is Tesla, which without government subsidies has lost significant money in every quarter since
its inception. Even with government subsidies of about $0ne
Billion, Tesla has lost significant
money in 18 of the last 20 quarters, (now totaling $2.4 Billion).
So how are electric cars going
to take over the market and push
conventional I/C cars out of existence? By government decree
and mandates, that’s how! Not by
consumer demand, not by making
a better mousetrap, not by fuel
becoming expensive (oil reserves
are growing, not shrinking), not
by price, but by government fiat
(not by the Fiat 500 EV). That’s
how it will happen.
China, which is about 30 percent of global auto sales recently
announced in one fashion or
another that the government will
end conventional I/C car sales
ing them in efficiency.
Christian Meunier, Infiniti
Global Division Vice President,
claims the VC-Turbo will drive
their global growth ambitions
and product portfolio expansion.
“The VC-Turbo is our latest
and perhaps greatest example of
Infiniti’s commitment to ingenuity. From design, manufacturing,
sales and service, we are committed to delivering customer
benefits – in this case, the power
of a V6 and the fuel savings and
efficiency of a 4-cylinder engine,
in every investment we make in
cutting-edge technologies.”
Infiniti unveiled the all-new
QX50 at the Los Angeles auto
show. The premium mid-size
SUV comes on an entirely new
platform, with world first technologies; VC-Turbo and ProPilot.
Infiniti debuted the VC-Turbo
in Paris in 2016 as a new breakthrough technology, and customers will be able to experience it
for the first time when the all
new QX50 goes on sale in March
2018 in the U.S.
Infiniti announced it would
electrify its portfolio in all the
vehicles launched after 2021
(with the exception of perhaps
its QX80 powered by a 5.6 liter
V8), so it’s an interesting time
for the premium brand of Nissan Motor Company to launch a
breakthrough internal combustion engine.
Meunier says VC-Turbo is the
“perfect bridge to electrification
and comes at the ideal time.” Nissan and strategic partner Renault
have sold more than 500,000
electric vehicles since 2010, and
the Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi
Alliance expects demand for EVs
to continue to grow dramatically,
especially in China.

within about 20 years. The governments of the Netherlands and
Norway said it would end I/C car
sales by 2025, India said it would
end I/C car sales by 2030.
The governments of France
and Britain said I/C sales would
end by 2040 and Germany has
hinted it will follow suit.
Hybrids might be allowed
under these new fiats and mandates which will mean 90 percent
of the motive power will come
from an I/C, so then the mandate
is just hot air, but the bottom line
is that EVs cannot compete in
any fashion with conventional
I/C vehicles. The only way they
can is by a government mandate
which bans I/C engines. The
marketplace does not want EVs
but governments do and it has
nothing to do with the environment and everything to do with
controlling and limiting the freedom of its governed. The global
warming argument is a red herring as most electrical power will
still be made by co2 emitting
plants, anyway. And of course,
the empirical data continues to
point that human induced global
warming (AGW), climate change
or whatever the nom de jour may
be is nothing more than a political movement and has nothing
to do with the environment. The
data is clear that AGW is an
insignificant issue.
EVs might become practical,
affordable transportation, possibly when the element known
as “Unobtainium” is discovered,
but it will never happen by government fiat and its discovery
appears highly unlikely.

Lincoln
Expands
Experience
Centers
at Malls
Across
the U.S.
continued from page 4

Texas grows the Ford Star and the
surrounding area has blossomed
too. Texas has had an incredible
growth rate the last few years
including many major companies
moving their headquarters to the
Plano and Frisco areas just north
of Dallas.
New Hotels and restaurants
surround The Star in Frisco and
now the Lincoln Experience
Center is a part of the excitement. For anyone interested in
a Lincoln product this is a great
experience. A center host will
take you through all the exciting
things Lincoln has to offer. You
can even take a test drive in a new
Lincoln; they have all models on
hand to test. The showroom has
several interactive areas that will
embrace you in the Lincoln brand
and your host will take the time
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to walk you through all of them.
First, you can get in the vehicles to see how they work and
then get immersed in the product and find out why Lincoln is
once again worth putting on your
shopping list. The facility even
has a second floor for events that
corporate folks can use to host a
small dinner or lunch for a company event.
Several rooms feature special
venues like the Revel sound systems available and the exclusive
Black Label edition Lincoln features. Customers can enjoy one
of their exclusive café offerings
featuring infused waters, Lincoln exclusive tea blends and a
variety of coffee and espresso
options, compliments of Lincoln or use the WIFI, luxury is
all around. There is even a room
for face time with a dealer if you
are ready to purchase a vehicle.
Lincoln also has a great program
available and will pick up your
Lincoln for service and return it
to your location.
No doubt Lincoln will expand
this Experience Center format
in the future. If you visit Dallas
you will want to visit the Star
in Frisco, stop by The Lincoln
Experience Center and have
lunch at one of the many new
restaurants around the Star. This
is truly what luxury is all about.
You can view the Lincoln Experience Center at www.lincolnexperiencecenter.com
You can also visit a Lincoln
Experience Center in Newport
Beach, California.
Harold Allen
Motor Press Guild and Texas
Auto Writer Association Member
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Mazda CX-5 Test Drive Report “Mazda’s
Small Crossover” by David Schmidt
continued from page 3
eye horizontal, making it appear
wider.
Inside the center section is
higher and the gearshift knob sits
about two inches higher. From
inside you quickly notice the
smaller outside rearview mirrors
which make less wind noise, and
open up side visibility. I’m not
sure I can recall a time when a
side mirror blocked any view, but
that may just be me.
At least it sounds like progress,
and certainly does impact aerodynamics and cabin noise. The rear
belt line is slightly lower as well
and this will improve both visibility and cabin “openness” while
the rear window now becomes a
single piece of glass.
The interior is attractive and
modern, and is just different
enough from the mainstream to
remind owners and passengers
that Mazda is a company that
goes its own way. This is true in
how they drive, as well as how
they look.
The seven-inch display in the
middle of the dashboard is now
higher. That makes it easier –
and safer – to glance at it while
driving without as long a time
focusing, reading it and refocusing on the road.
The new CX-5 has Mazda
Connect, handling the connectivity needs which include all
the social networking activities
really good drivers always use
while they’re driving. At least
they do include hands-free phone

operation. I like that the car uses
SD cards for navigation, making
it easier to update maps and data,
and this does.
There is a 10-speaker Bose
sound system using Bose’s AudioPilot2, a system that adjusts for
ambient noise with the surroundsound system. While most people
buying these mid-sized and midpriced crossovers are often young
families who have more to worry
about than whether their stereo
sounds good, they are plenty glad
to listen to it, and this is a nice
system.
But for me what almost always
sets Mazda’s apart is the way
they drive, and that is true of this
car. The model I tested was the
CX-5 Grand Touring AWD. It
may be a crossover, the purpose
of which is to carry small families and empty nesters through
their appointed rounds. But that
doesn’t mean it can’t be enjoyable to drive.
For the CX-5 that means it
drives like a sedan, in spite of
its extra height. The steering
is just a little bit more precise,
the acceleration just a bit more
noticeable and the handling just
a bit more effective. This isn’t a
big difference, but the CX-5 has
a MacPherson strut front suspension and multi-link rear which
match a car’s, and its rack-andpinion steering is equally quick
and responsive.
Add to this that the Mazda
CX-5 has vectoring control

Mazda CX-5 (photo by David Schmidt)
which adjusts the engine torque
in response to steering wheel
action. The value to this is
controlling the load on each
wheel and therefore “helping”
the CX-5 around a corner. This
is more valuable in a sport ute,
since they have a higher center
of gravity and are more likely to
sway more than a car.
Its engine is a 2.5-liter fourcylinder producing 184 hp. and
185 lb.-ft. of peak torque. It sends
that power to all four wheels

through a six-speed automatic
transmission. City EPA mileage
rating is 24 mpg with 30 mpg
highway.
On the road, it gives you plenty
of feedback through the steering
wheel, and if you step on the accelerator it reacts quickly. These two
things are probably why it feels
like driving a car compared to
some of its competitors. When
you corner, it seems to stay flatter
and be more comfortable, there
is little nose dive when you press

upon the brake pedal and activate
the ventilated front and solid rear
disk brakes. You would need a lot
more power before these brakes
suffer in comparison.
The CX-5 has enough options
to let buyers choose their features,
including many electronic driver
assists and passenger conveniences that you would expect
on more expensive cars. For
those who don’t want additional
features, the CX-5 has a base
price of $21,795.
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Auto Group
SEASON’S BEST

LUXURY COLLECTION

STANDARD
Ultra-low Mileage lease for well-qualified lessees.

Ultra-low Mileage lease for well-qualified lessees.

2018 ATS SEDAN

299 / 27 /

$

$

2018 CT6 AWD

549 / 39 /

0

$

DUE AT SIGNING
PER MONTH
MONTHS
AFTER ALL OFFERS
22,500 MILES PER YEAR

$

4,769

DUE AT SIGNING
PER MONTH
MONTHS
AFTER ALL OFFERS
32,500 MILES PER YEAR

DOUG’S CADILLAC 17545 Aurora Ave N, Shoreline, WA 98133

866-527-1744 Sales

www.dougs.com

Home of Doug’s exclusive valet service for all GM brands – If your daily schedule is making it difficult to get your vehicle in for service
or repairs, Doug’s offers Signature Valet pick up and delivery service to make your life easier. Whether you are bringing your car in for regular
maintenance or need some repairs, we will be happy to set you up with complimentary signature valet service.

2018 Mazda3
Sedan & Hatchback

2018
Mazda CX-3

0% APR OR $199

for 60 Months

1,500 OR 0% APR

$

Mo
for
33/mos Lease

DOUG’S LYNNWOOD MAZDA
(425) 774-3551 Phone

Customer Cash

for 60 Months

22130 Hwy, 99, Edmonds, WA 98026
www.dougs.com
(206) 523-3885 Seattle
(888) 827-0868 Toll Free

2017 Hyundai Santa Fe Sport

NEW 2018 Hyundai Ioniq
id
Hybre
Blu

MINIMUM
$
8,000 OFF MSRP

159

$

/ mo
36/mo Lease

DOUG’S HYUNDAI
20612 Highway 99, Lynnwood, WA 98063
www.dougs.com
(425) 774-9000 Phone
(206) 523-0138 Seattle
(888) 200-9994 Toll Free
Prices and Offers Subject to Change without Notice + Leases Subject to Credit Approval with information at Dealership
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CARS , STARS AND FILMS

Aerosmith’s Joe Perry and friends at “Sound of Rock” Monster Concert Head Monster Noel Lee with Grammy nominee Iggy Izalea at the Monster
press conference CES 2018 in Las Vegas.
CES 2018 at the Brooklyn Bowl in Las Vegas.

Celebrities
Gather at C.E.S.
continued from page 2

44-inch dashboard screen.
The latest security on your
cell phone has come to your car
with Samsung’s iris reader and
Apple’s Face ID to start your car
with Gentex’s mirror or unlock-

ing your Byton car.
Toyota’s e-Palette was one
of the most interesting with it’s
electric vehicle flexible concept
that resembles an electric billboard pop-up on wheels.
Closer to today are Kia’s Niro
EV concept vehicle that launches
late 2018 and joins the existing
Niro hybrid. Hyundai Nexo’s
hydrogen powered small SUV

will be available in limited quantities, primarily in California.
Monster collaborated with Volkswagen R for a specially tuned
auto system designed by the
Head Monster Noel Lee himself,
targeting young adults. Previewing the Superbowl and their partnership, Grammy nominee Iggy
Azalea performed in a private
concert as did Joe Perry from

Aerosmith.
Creating some of the biggest
buzz was Nissan’s B2V brainto-vehicle technology, seemingly
from sci-fi, it reads your mind
and brainwaves to make you a
safer driver.
Ford’s near floor to ceiling
monitors highlighted tomorrow’s
technology with 5G on it’s way.
Ford’s C-V2X cellular vehicle-

to-everything technology was
demonstrated by a mini-street
integrating cars, bikes, pedestrians and stop lights.
Technology is part of today’s
cars, but it was quite different
during the days of the Baja 1000
with filmmakers of “Legends of
Baja” on the Baja 1000 with Steve
McQueen, James Garner and
Mike Nesmith in the next issue.

What is the
long Term
Future of
Electric EVs?
continued from page 2
ated the myth that the pure electric (EV) market will eventually
dominate U.S. automotive annual
sales.
In a recently released STRATEGY & study (see - www.strategyand.pwc.com) they stated “We
anticipate that EV’s will account
for fewer than 4 percent of annual
U.S. new car sales through
2027...!”
A MESSAGE TO AUTOMAKERS: Maybe it’s time to
rethink your pure electric EV
strategy.

Kia Forte EX
Test Drive
Review
continued from page 2

To customize yours:
DiMora Motorcar
Phone +1 760-832-9070
Palm Springs, California U.S.A.
sales@DiMoraMotorcar.com
www.DiMoraMontorcar.com

intuitive and easy to use.
The Forte offers significant
value for its feature-set and
warranty which is 10 years or
100,000 miles for the Powertrain.
And, with a MSRP of $21,200, it
is easy on the pocketbook. The
Forte also offers a rich Premium
Plus package of features that you
will definitely want to consider.
Whether it’s a young driver’s first
vehicle, or a new car for commuting, you should consider test
driving the Kia Forte EX at your
nearest Kia dealership.
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Global Auto News Celebrates Holiday Season
“Best Holiday Party”

Valeria Team Auto News at Park Place Ltd Holiday Party
(photo Auto News)

Saleen
Re-Introduces
S7 Supercar

“Best Christmas Card Received”

Muffy & Gary Bennett’s (Phoenix) Christmas Card

THE NEXT 2018 VOLT

AND ALL-NEW BOLT

continued from page 7
throughout the car, full underside aerodynamics, advanceddesign front tray and side skirts,
full-body-width rear spoiler, and
heat-rejecting tinted glass.
The S7 LM is well equipped
with safety features including,
but not limited to, integrated roll
protection, aluminum honeycomb impact-absorbing panels,
3-point seat belts with automatic
pre-tensioner, and aluminum
honeycomb front crush structure with integrated rear crumple
zones.
Interior convenience and comfort treatments feature a highvolume flow-through ventilation
system, A/C, rear view video
camera with interior LCD display, 240 MPH speedometer,
race-inspired
central-mounted
digital tachometer with S7R-style
shift lights, fully adjustable tilt
and telescoping steering column,
power windows and door locks,
keyless remote for doors and rear
trunk, variable intermittent windshield wipers, electric heated
front windshield, remote engine
hatch and fuel filler door releases,
and the latest in sound systems.
Standard interior trim includes
black Alcantera with multi-tone
leather and suede. The S7 LM
is also equipped with performance sport seating, aluminum
and color accents, custom-fitted
driver seating position, and a
dual leather and Alcantera suede
steering wheel. Also included is
the special LM-edition trim.
The Saleen S7 LM is priced
at $1,000,000,000. With a mere
seven in production, this is the
ultimate collector supercar.

THE BEST IN CLASS COLORADO
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Lot 457 1929 Packard Dual Cowl Phaeton

Lot 266 1956 Chevrolet Corvette Roadster

Next McCormick
Auction Scheduled
for February 23,24,25

FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY – FEBRUARY 23, 24 & 25, 2O18

MARK YOUR CALENDAR & EXPERIENCE THE EXCITEMENT!
The McCormick family invites you to their 64th auction featuring over
6OO antique, classic, exotic, muscle, sports and special interest autos.
Come bid on Cadillacs, Corvettes, Jaguars, Mustangs and more.
Prices expected from just $2,OOO to over $2OO,OOO.

NEW

GENERAL PUBLIC IS INVITED
Friday 10 am - 9 pm – FREE Admission.
Saturday & Sunday 8 am - 7 pm – $15 per day.

SPONSORED BY

LOCATION

WHERE TO STAY
Call our host hotel at the Hilton Palm Springs at 76O.32O.6868
and use promo code “MCK” for special room rates. Also visit
www.VacationPalmSprings.com.

( 76O ) 32O -329O
STATE LICENSE CA 1798

VENDORS, FOOD & FUN!
Bring Your Friends & Family.
Friday Night is FREE!

For More Information Visit

www.Classic-CarAuction. com

OUR MAIN OFFICE

244 North Indian Canyon Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92262

AUCTION LOCATION

The Palm Springs
Convention Center

277 N Avenida Caballeros
Palm Springs, CA 92262

Keith McCormick’s latest
three-day collector car auction
totaled $6,121,553 in sales,
putting it in the top ten list for
sales in the 31-year history under
sunny skies in Palm Springs.
Sales for November 17-19
auction gained nearly $100,000
from the November auction a
year ago and increased almost
$500,000 from the auction in
February 2017.
Packards led the pack in highest
earners with a 1929 Phaeton
selling for $154,875 (Photo
attached Lot#457) followed by
a 1936 Packard LeBaron V12 at
$89,250 (Photo attached Lot #
349).
A 1964 Porsche 356 garnered
$87,150 (Photo attached Lot
# 453) and a 1956 Chevrolet
Corvette sold for $80,850
(Photo attached Lot # 266) Jason
McCormick, manager, said sales
revenue peaked at $7.7 million
in 2014, then trended downward
for a few years and is now
rebounding. “We have turned the
corner with the last two auctions,”
he said. Cars from the 1970’s and
80’s are growing in demand.
The next auction in the twicea-year series is scheduled for
February 2018.
Lot #. Year, Make, Model High Bid
Lot #1. 2010 Golf Cart $5,200
#2. 1998 BMW 320 8i Cvtble
$4,200
#3. 1978 Chevrolet Corvette
$12,075
#5. 1969 Chevrolet El Camino
$1,300
#6. 1988 Buick Reatta $3,255,
#7. 1999 Cadillac SLS $4,000
#8. 1968 Ford Fairlane $12,600
#9. 1956 Ford 2 Door Hard Top
$28,350
#10. 1965 Volkswagen Micro
Bus $31,238
#11. 1965 Volkswagen Single
Cab Pickup $39,375
#12. 2005 BMW 325i $3,360
#13. 1961 Cvrolet 1/2 Ton
Pickup $18,900
#14. 1989 Jaguar XJS Coupe
$6,750
#15. 1957 Ford Thunderbird
Coupe $26,513
#16. 1994 Mercedes 500SL $4,200
#17. 1989 Mercedes 560SL
Roadster $15,000
#18. 1996 Chevrolet Corvette
Collectors Edtn $8,000

continued on page 15
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Next McCormick
Auction Scheduled
for February 23,24,25
continued from page 14

#19. 1998 Mercedes ML320
$6,500
#20. 1987 Porsche 928 $33,338
#21. 1930 Ford Rdstr Pickup
$11,550
#23. 1963 Chevrolet Corvair
Cvtble $4,988
#24. 1969 Chevrolet Camaro RS
$45,000
#25. 1985 Chevrolet C10 Pickup
$14,438
#26. 1967 Ford Mustang Cvtble
$14,700
#27. 2007 Mini Cooper $4,988
#28. 1991 Jeep Comanche Truck
$6,825
#29. 1964 Pontiac Catalina 4
Door $11,288
#30. 2000 Mercedes 500 SL
$6,300
#31. 1972 Chevrolet El Camino
SS $16,750
#32. 1992 Pontiac Firebird $5,200
#33. 1963 Chevrolet C10 Truck
Short Bed $16,800
#34. 2009 Jaguar XF $7,875
#35. 1969 Chevrolet C10 Pickup
$19,688
#36. 1966 Lincoln Continental
Cvtble $36,750
#37. 2002 Porsche Boxster
$8,400
#38. 1971 Volkswagen Beetle
$6,300
#39. 2003 Ford F150 Supercrew
$9,975
#40. 1962 Studebaker GT Hawk
Custom $10,605
#41. 1963 Studebaker Gran
Tirismo Hawk 2 Door Hard Top
$14,700
#42. 2009 Chevrolet HHR SS
$13,388
#43. 1956 Ford Custom Line
$13,125
#44. 2006 Volkswagen Beetle
$4,620
#44A. 2006 Mazda Miata Cvtble
$7,245
#45. 1987 Mercedes 560SL
$25,000
#46. 2002 BMW Z3 $5,513
#47. 1965 Ford Mustang Coupe
$10,750
#48. 1990 Cadillac Allanti $4,000
#49. 1978 Cadillac Eldorado
Biarritz $8,663
#50. 1965 Imperial LeBaron
$15,225
#51. 2004 Chevrolet Corvette
Coupe $9,500
#52. 2004 Jaguar X Type $4,900
#53. 2002 Jaguar XJ $4,200
#53A. 1963 Oldsmobile 98 Cvtble
$31,500
#54. 1966 Chevrolet Impala
Cvtble $16,000
#55. 1938 Ford Sedan Cvtble
$31,500
#56. 1979 Chevrolet El Camino
$4,600
#57. 1982 Datsun 280 ZX 2+2
$5,700
#58. 1961 Cadillac Series 62
Cvtble $33,863
#59. 1968 Oldsmobile Toranado
$10,238
#60. 1969 Honda Z50A K1
Mini Trail W/ 1961 McCullogh
$7,875
#61. 1989 Volkswagen Golf Cabriolet $5,500
#62. 1997 Mercedes 500 SL
$10,500
#63. 1973 Ford F350 Dump
Truck $15,750
#64. 1955 Willys Jeep $5,500
#65. 1972 Volkswagen 411 Station Wagon $10,500
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SHOWCASE REVIEWS
ACURA TLX AWD

This sporty luxury compact
sedan offers 29 mpg on
the highway and a base
MSRP of $ 33,000 . The
fun-to-drive TLX is a
good value.

JEEP RENEGADE TRAILHAWK

BASE PRICE: $33,000
TYPE: 4 door sedan
ENGINE: 3.5L
TRANS: 9-speed AT
HORSEPOWER: 290 hp
MPG: 20 city/29 hiway

BASE PRICE: $89,980
TYPE: 4 door SUV
ENGINE: 5.7-Liter V8
TRANS: 8-Speed AT
HORSEPOWER: 383 hp

TOYOTA PRIUS PRIME ADVANCED

Toyota continues to expand
the Prius lineup and improve
the product. The Prius is by
far the leading seller in the
hybrid segment.

BASE PRICE: $26,495
TYPE: 4-door SUV
ENGINE: 2.4-liter
TRANS: 9-speed AT
HORSEPOWER: 180 hp
MPG: 21 city/29 hiway

TOYOTA 4RUNNER TRD

LEXUS LX 570

The Lexus LX 570 is the
“big daddy” in their
SUV lineup. Lots of room,
power, and New safety
options.

The compact 4-door SUV has
been a popular model for Jeep.
It’s priced right and offers
the off-road features the Jeep
customer is looking for.

BASE PRICE: $33,100
TYPE: Hybrid
ENGINE: 1.8-liter I-4
TRANS: CVT
HORSEPOWER: 200 hp
MPG: 54 mpg

The 4Runner TRD is a
preferred off-road vehicle
by many. All the bells
and whistles for your
next adventure.

BASE PRICE: $39,295
TYPE: 4-door SUV
ENGINE: 4.0-liter V-6
TRANS: 5-speed AT
HORSEPOWER: 270 hp
MPG: 17 city/20 hiway

VOLVO V90 CROSS COUNTRY T6

Volvo continues win awards
for design, safety features,
and customer satisfaction
(CSI). The V90 has been part
of Volvo’s success story.

BASE PRICE: $55,300
TYPE: Sedan
ENGINE: 2.0L
TRANS: 8-speed
HORSEPOWER: 316 hp
MPG: 22 city/30 hiway
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The Mitsubishi Outlanderhas been a “Steady Seller” forovera decade
by Bill McCallum
I have a long history with
the Mitsubishi Outlander starting with the original Outlander
introduction and the launch of
the 2011 Mitsubishi Outlander
Sport in Cabo San Lucas Mexico.
(see page 25 photo) What has
impressed me during the last two
decades is how Mitsubishi with a
limited model lineup and a small
U.S. dealer group has competed
successfully with the likes of
Toyota and Honda in the SUV
segment. It starts with value and
economy combined with a quality SUV.
The 2018 Mitsubishi Outlander and Outlander Sport start
with a base MSRP of $ 21,000.
The 2018 Outlander 2.4 SEL
S-AWD 4-DOOR SUV we tested
tops out at a $32,060 with a host
of options included. When you

combine the 24 MPG City and
the 29 MPG Highway fuel economy the Outlander ends up on
most “Best Value” lists.
The 2018 Mitsubishi Outlander
SEL S-AWD we tested was powered with a 2.4L MVEC SOHC
16-valve 4-cylinder engine mated
with CVT transmission. Our
test model was equipped with
23 Safety and Security features
including; Blind Spot Warning,
Hill Start Assist, Active Stability Control, Traction Control
Logic, Anti-theft Alarm System
& engine immobilizer and much
more. The SEL Touring Package
includes; LED headlights, Lane
Departure Warning, Forward
Collision Mitigation, Automatic
High Beams, and much more. If
there is a new SUV in your future
I suggest a Mitsubishi Outlander
test drive.

2018 Mitsubishi Outlander (photo Auto News)

Toyota Takes To the Track for Camry Dealer Launch Toyota 86 is a “Fun to Drive” Sports Car
by Bill McCallum
For over 30 years I have been
attending automaker new vehicle
launches (see page 25 photos), but
the 2018 Toyota Camry Dealer
Launch at PIR (Pacific International Raceway) in Kent, WA last
year was quite unique. The theme
“Powered by Passion” indicated
to me that this was going to be an
exciting experience.
The Toyota dealer representatives were divided into three
groups as they rotated through
three sessions, the JBL Audio
Experience, the Street Drive,
and the Performance Drive. I
was one of three NW journalists
that attended the event. While an

Audio and Street Drive are standard procedures on a new product
launch the Performance Drive was
something to behold and demonstrated Toyota’s “2018 Camry
Powered by Passion” theme.
Don Kitch, owner of the onsite
PIR Racing School was the lead
on the Performance Drive Session. (see page 16 photo) We.
took a “hot lap” with Don and
his team. Then we had a chance
to get behind the wheel of the
2018 Camry on the track. It was
hard for me to tell if I was driving
“The Best Selling Toyota Camry”
street car or a racing car. Wow!
When Toyota says performance

“Powered by Passion” they mean
it. Toyota’s passion for the 2018
Camry didn’t end at product
launches across the U.S. At the
SEMA trade show last fall Toyota
revealed five special CAMRY
builds from five world famous
race drivers; the Rutledge Wood
Camry, Daniel Suarez Camry,
Kyle Busch Camry, Martin Truex
Jr. Camry, and the Denny Hamlin
Camry. Denny Hamlin commented “...wouldn’t it be convenient to spend a day running
laps on the track, and then use the
same car to go out on the town
that night? “ NEXT ISSUE: 2018
Camry test drive review.

Don Kitch (center) P.I.R. Race School Owner helps Toyota with Camry Dealer Launch
(photo Auto News)

by Bill McCallum
The fun-to-drive Toyota 86 is
a rebadged hold over from the
Scion lineup. It competes with
the Mazda MX-5 Miata, Subaru
BRZ, and the Fiat 124 Spider.
The Toyota 86 and it’s 3 main
competitors are all value based
fun-to-drive sports cars. With
all options included our Toyota
86 test drive model tops out at
a $27,120 MSRP. Nice value!
With a 28 MPG (highway) rating
this fun-to-drive sports car is also
easy on the pocket book for road
trips. Considering the size and
weight of the Toyota 86 the 2.0L
4-cylinder Boxer DOHC 16V
delivers 205 HP and turns your

Toyota 86 at I-5 Motors (photo Auto News)

Located next to Redmond Town Center:
Redmond, Washington 98052
Hours: Monday – Saturday 10 AM - 6 PM | Sunday 12 PM - 5 PM | CLOSED Wednesdays
Telephone:

Online:

ride into a “hot-pocket-rocket.”
The 86 hasn’t been a big seller
compared to its competition but
is should be.
Safety & Convenience features
include; Star Safety System,
Vehicle Stability Control, Trac
Control, Anti-lock Brake System,
Brake Assist, Smart Stop Technology, Hill-Start Assist, VSC
Track Mode, and much more.
The 8-speed Manual Transmission brought back memories of
my first car, a VW BUG with a
manual transmission. I am not a
sports car guy, but if I was the
fun-to-drive Toyota 86 would be
on my test drive list.
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One Man Builds 1,000 Cars in his Tacoma, WA Racing Center
Alan Smith, the owner of
Scale Racing Center, is building,
testing, and delivering 1000 cars
by himself (see photos below).
Alan grew up in England and
developed a passion for slot car
racing when he was 10. At 17
he took up motorcycle racing
and moved to Southern California in 1982, where he started a
motorcycle service business. On
weekends Alan was doing hot
laps on his motorcycle at both
Willow Springs and Riverside
Race Tracks.
Alan moved to Tacoma, Washington in 1997 and decided to
revisit slot car racing as a hobby
and a business. He purchased a
small slot car mail order business
and grew it from 60K to 3.5 mil-

lion in annual sales. To expand
his passion Alan opened Scale
Racing Center, the largest racing
center of it’s type in the U.S. (see
ad below)
As another step in Alan’s passion for his slot car hobby and
business Alan partnered with a
European slot car manufacture to
build two Trans AM cars a 1969
Camaro and a 1969-70 Mustang.
He created the design and tooling, then imports the bodies,
interiors, chassis, motors, and
wheels to his Tacoma shop,
where he assembles, tests, and
ships the cars to customers across
the U.S. Scale Racing Center
also sells and ships complete slot
car track kits. (For contact information see ad below)

Alan Smith’s Shipping Center (photo Auto News)

Alan Smith’s Assembly Line (photo Auto News)

Alan Smith’s Test Track (photo Auto News)

www.132slotcar.com

ScaleRacing Center
All the fun of motor racing
without any of the risk

We sell a full line of 1:32 & 1:24 scale Slot Cars and Slot Car Racing Sets.
Visit our Web Site for more information on Slot Car Racing, or call us at
1-253-255-1807 or 1-253-564-1445.
We also set up tracks for hire for Car Shows and other Events.
We have hosted Slot Car Events for charity at the Indy 500, Rennsport
Reunion, Pepsi 400 and can set up anywhere you want a fun event.
●
●
●
●
●
●

3723 S Lawrence St
Tacoma, WA 98409
(253) 564-1445
(Across from Griot’s Garage)

Family fun.
Great for shows and entertainment.
Corporate Events, birthday parties.
Safe environment for shows wanting families to attend.
Educational, interactive, team building.
www.facebook.com/ScaleRacingCenter
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Subaru Encourages
Winter Warriors to
Seize the Snow Days
with the Return of
SubaruWinterFest

STAY 2
NIGHTS,
GET THE
3RD FREE!
Call to book this offer!
OR
BOOK ONLINE USING
PROMO CODE

3RDFREE

SPRING
DEALS!
SAVE BIG WITH
SPRING
PACKAGES 7
DAYS A WEEK!

EVENTS AT
CRYSTAL!

Subaru kicks off multi-city
lifestyle tour celebrating winter
adventure across the country
Subaru of America, Inc. has announced the return of Subaru WinterFest, the automaker’s mountain
destination and lifestyle tour that
brings together winter warriors
across the country for a one-of-akind experience. Featuring a blend
of entertainment and adventure in
amazing places, the 2018 tour will
celebrate the winter season, while
encouraging attendees to seize the
snow day with an array of memorable activities.
In partnership with POWDR,
Subaru WinterFest 2018 will
feature stops at 11 of the country’s top winter mountain resorts,
where winter sports buffs and
Subaru owners can enjoy live
music, locally sourced food and
beverages, daily giveaways,
gear demonstrations and more.
Through engaging programming
executed by POWDR’s experiential division, Human Movement Inc., outdoor enthusiasts
are given the chance to meet up,
warm up, and relax before or
after hitting the slopes.
At each tour stop, warm treats
like craft coffee and s’mores
will be available by food and
beverage sponsors OZO Coffee,
Smash Mallow and Chocolove.
Attendees can kick back in one
of the upgraded hang out areas,
including hammock zones, charging stations and fire pits by Solo
Stoves, while playing cornhole,
frisbee golf and giant Jenga.
Attendees can listen to the music
of national DJs provided by SiriusXM and some of today’s best,
chart-topping, emerging artists presented by audio partner
Harman Kardon®. Each day of
WinterFest will feature live demonstrations and giveaways from
partners Nordica, Lib Tech, Thule
and Klean Kanteen.
National Ski Patrol Avalanche Dog
Training School Scholarship Fund
As a testament to Subaru’s commitment to safety and adventure,
this year’s WinterFest tour will
also celebrate mountain communities’ hometown heroes, resort avalanche patrollers and rescue dogs.
Subaru will once again team up
with 20+ year partner National Ski
Patrol to send patrollers and their
dogs to the Wasatch Backcountry
Rescue avalanche dog training
school, donating $1 to the Subaru
National Ski Patrol Avalanche
Rescue Dog Scholarship Fund for
every information form received.
Designed for teams whose resorts
cannot afford the schooling, the
scholarships cover the costs of
tuition, food, and board.
“As fierce advocates for both
the outdoors and welfare of animals, Subaru is proud to partner
with the National Ski Patrol in
creating a scholarship fund for
avalanche rescue dogs,” said Alan
Bethke, senior vice president of
marketing, Subaru of America,
Inc. “Able to search significantly
larger areas than human rescue
teams, these skilled canines are
tremendous assets to patrollers
nationwide and we are excited to
help expand this important program this upcoming year.”
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OEM & AFTERMARKET PARTS
NEW Software Lets Your Car Tell You What it Needs
MIT team develops software
that can tell if tires need air,
spark plugs are bad, or air filter
needs replacing.
Imagine hopping into a rideshare car, glancing at your smartphone, and telling the driver that
the car’s left front tire needs air,
its air filter should be replaced
next week, and its engine needs
two new spark plugs.
Within the next year or two,
people may be able to get that
kind of diagnostic information in
just a few minutes, in their own
cars or any car they happen to be
in. They wouldn’t need to know
anything about the car’s history
or to connect to it in any way;
the information would be derived
from analyzing the car’s sounds
and vibrations, as measured by
the phone’s microphone and
accelerometers.
The MIT research behind this
idea has been reported in a series
of papers, most recently in the
November issue of the journal Engineering Applications
of Artificial Intelligence. The
new paper’s co-authors include
research scientist Joshua Siegel
PhD ’16; Sanjay Sarma, the Fred
Fort Flowers and Daniel Fort
Flowers Professor of Mechanical
Engineering and vice president
of open learning at MIT; and two
others.

A smartphone app combining the various diagnostic systems the team developed could
save the average driver $125 a
year and improve their overall
gas mileage by a few percentage
points, Siegel says. For trucks,
the savings could run to $600 a
year, not counting the benefits of
avoiding breakdowns that could
result in lost income.
With today’s smartphones,
Siegel explains, “the sensitivity
is so high, you can do a good job
[of detecting the relevant signals]
without needing any special connection.” For some diagnostics,
though, mounting the phone to a
dashboard holder would improve
the level of accuracy. Already,
the accuracy of the results from
the diagnostic systems they have
developed, he says, are “all well
in excess of 90 percent.” And
tests for misfire detection have
produced no false positives
where a problem was incorrectly
identified.
The basic idea is to provide
diagnostic information that can
warn the driver of upcoming
issues or needed routine maintenance, before these conditions
lead to breakdowns or blowouts.
Take the air filter, for example
— the topic of the team’s latest
findings. An engine’s sounds
can reveal telltale signs of how

clogged the air filter is and when
to change it. And unlike many
routine maintenance tasks, it’s
just as bad to change air filters
too soon as to wait too long,
Siegel says.
That’s because brand-new air
filters let more particles pass
through, until they eventually
build up enough of a coating of
particles that the pore sizes get
smaller and reach an optimal
level of filtration. “As they age,
they filter better,” he says. Then,
as the buildup continues, eventually the pores get so small that
they restrict the airflow to the
engine, reducing its performance.
Knowing just the right time to
replace the filter can make a measurable difference in an engine’s
performance and operating costs.
How can the phone tell the
filter is getting clogged? “We’re
listening to the car’s breathing,
and listening for when it starts to
snore,” Siegel says. “As it starts
to get clogged, it makes a whistling noise as air is drawn in. Listening to it, you can’t differentiate it from the other engine noise,
but your phone can.”
To develop and test the various
diagnostic systems, which also
include detecting engine misfires
that signal a bad spark plug or
the need for a tune up, Siegel and
his colleagues tested data from a

variety of cars, including some
that ran perfectly and others in
which one of these issues, from
a clogged filter to a misfire, was
deliberately induced. Often, in
order to test different models, the
researchers rented cars, created a
condition they wanted to be able
to diagnose, and then restored the
car to normal.
“For our data, we’ve induced
failures [after renting] a perfectly
good vehicle” and then fixed it
and “returned the car better than
when we took it out. I’ve rented
cars and given them new air filters, balanced their tires, and
done an oil change” before taking
them back, he recalls.
Some of the diagnostics require
a complicated multistep process.
For example, to tell if a car’s tires
are getting bald and will need
to be replaced soon, or that they
are overinflated and might risk
a blowout, the researchers use a
combination of data collection
and analysis. First, the system
uses the phone’s built-in GPS
system to monitor the car’s actual
speed. Then, vibration data can
be used to determine how fast the
wheels are turning. That in turn
can be used to derive the wheel’s
diameter, which can be compared
with the diameter that would be
expected if the tire were new and
properly inflated.

Many of the diagnostics are
derived by using machine-learning processes to compare many
recordings of sound and vibration
from well-tuned cars with similar
ones that have a specific problem.
The machine learning systems
can then extract even very subtle
differences. For example, algorithms designed to detect wheel
balance problems did a better
job at detecting imbalances than
expert drivers from a major car
company, Siegel says.
A prototype smartphone app
that incorporates all these diagnostic tools is being developed
and should be ready for field testing in about six months, Siegel
says, and a commercial version
should be available within about
a year after that. The system will
be commercialized by a startup
company Siegel founded called
Data Driven.

Line-X to Enable Extreme Impact and Weather
Resistance for Curry Supply Commercial Vehicle Line-Up
LINE-X – a global leader in versatile protective coatings supporting over 650 partners worldwide
– announced a new industrial partnership with Curry Supply, leading manufacturer of high-quality
commercial service vehicles that
include several different types of
on and off-road work trucks used

in a variety of different construction, maintenance and service
trades.
• With a legacy more than 85
years in the making, Curry Supply
is now applying LINE-X protective coatings to numerous different exterior components to provide a nearly impenetrable barrier

against scratches, abrasions, harsh
chemicals and the elements.
• LINE-X coatings will help
extend the life of the vehicles
and enable enhanced customization options with color-matching
capabilities and other style preferences. Overall, Curry Supply
products will now continue to look

great after years of extreme conditions and hard work in the field. In
addition to using LINE-X on their
new vehicles, Curry Supply has
also incorporated LINE-X protective coatings into their commercial vehicle reconditioning and
restoration service.
“Curry Supply manufactures
some of the very best construction and service vehicles available
anywhere – and we believe that
the addition of extreme protection from the elements and harsh
conditions – makes them an even
more formidable force in the construction, maintenance and service
industries,” said Dennis Weese,
president of LINE-X. “Add in truly
unique style and customization
options – including color-matching
capabilities through a ‘hot process’– and Curry vehicles can now
even better serve clients’ needs
and preferences, while keeping
each vehicle looking and performing like new for years to come.
We’re excited that LINE-X can
be such a big part of taking Curry
Supply products to the next level.”
Some of Curry Supply’s vehicles now available with LINE-X
protective coatings include:
• On and off-road water trucks
• Mechanics trucks
• On and off-road fuel and lube
trucks
• Crash attenuator trucks

• Vacuum trucks
• Winch trucks
• Dump trucks
• Lube skids
“When I was introduced to the
LINE-X product, the opportunity to make our vehicles more
resilient to tough conditions and
elements, immediately came to
mind,” said Jason Ritchey, president and owner of Curry Supply.
“We are thrilled with what
LINE-X coatings do to make our
products even more compelling
– including extended vehicle life
and the ability for us to customize
colors and surfaces. Even more,
the continued support, training
and customer service that LINE-X
has provided us has been secondto-none.”
As a leading manufacturer of the
industry’s most resilient protective
coatings, LINE-X offers its industrial and manufacturing customers
an extremely wide variety of different polyurethanes, and polyureas to ensure the perfect coating
is used for each individual industrial application. LINE-X is also a
leader in providing state-of-the-art
training and world-class support to
all of its industrial clients.
For more information, contact
LINE-X public relations at 310374-6177 or media@linex.com.
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TECHNOLOGY
VR Motion Places You in the Drivers Seat Virtually Anywhere

Keith Maher, VR Motion founding partner gives instruction to a client in their
studio (photo VR Motion)

VR Motion takes you to any track in the world (photo VR Motion)

VR Motion Places You
in the Drivers Seat
Virtually Anywhere
Wind whipping through your
hair, engine roaring, and the
unforgettable surge of power as
you put pedal to the medal in your
1962 Italian GTO and cross the
finish line as a Le Mans winner.
As you pull off your helmet and
step out of your virtual reality
(VR) simulator you wonder, was
it really all in your head? After all,
this is your 20th run across the
finish line and muscle memory
doesn’t lie.
From Le Mans and the Indianapolis 500 to Daytona and the
Pikes Peak International Hill
Climb, the world’s most iconic
driving experiences are accelerating amazing test drive opportunities—and boosting showroom sales—thanks to VR-based
technology. Today, virtual reality
platforms built by companies like
racecar driver Dominic Dobson’s VR Motion, are delivering
the most realistic, customizable
and accessible driving simulations ever created. Dominic
knows first-hand the realism
and experience that comes with
VR. He trained in a simulator for
Pikes Peak in 2015, and crossed
the finish line at a stunning 10
minutes and 15 seconds, taking
Rookie of the Year honors and
winning the Unlimited class.
Finding ways to turn VR testdrives into sales has showrooms
and automakers alike looking
hard for innovative VR solutions.
At the cutting edge of innovation are integrated platforms like
VR Motion’s, delivering a fully
immersive combination of visual,
audio and physical sensations.

Since VR Motion’s launch in
2016, the company has partnered
with Intel and landed Honda as a
VR test-drive client. Earlier this
year, General Motors chose the
company to participate in a VR
accelerating seed program.
GM, Honda and other carmakers are recognizing the powerfully immersive brand experiences that VR make possible.
VR Motion’s platform offers integrated showroom test-drives that

“

As you pull off your
helmet and step out of
your virtual reality (VR)
simulator you wonder...”
customers can customize for any
make or model, and any road or
weather condition. They can then
hop into the simulator and go for
a spin without ever physically
leaving the store or kiosk, despite
what their senses may tell them.
Looking under the hood, the
technology offers data analytics
for evaluations and future marketing. The small footprint scales
to fit into almost any new auto
retail paradigm, from showrooms
to trade show floors. For those
who want to stay ahead of the
curve, VR Motion offers turn-key
licensing subscriptions—a great
way for OEMs and dealers to testdrive the technology and prepare
for the exciting twists and turns
in the road ahead.
To learn more about VR
Motion visit www.vrmotioncorp.
com.
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Coker Tire Named Exclusive Tire & Firestone Launches Winter Tires Pirelli
Bridgestone Americas, Inc. result is an affordable, long-lastWheel Sponsor of Mecum Auctions (Bridgestone)
announced the ing,* next generation line of tires
Partners
Newly announced partnership
will spotlight Coker Tire and its
full line of products for the restoration and collector car market at
all 18 Mecum Auctions, including on-site product sales and
support, television coverage and
special recognition of Cokerequipped vehicles.
Coker Tire, the world’s largest
supplier of collector vehicle tires,
is proud to announce it has signed
an exclusive tire and wheel sponsorship agreement with Mecum
Auctions, the world’s largest
collector-car auction company.
Kicking off with this weekend’s
10-day, 3,200-car auction at
Osceola Heritage Park in Kissimmee, Florida, the new partnership will include on-site booth
displays at each of the 18 stops
along the 2018 Mecum schedule,
commercial spots, and dedicated
air time during coverage offering perspectives about auction
vehicles equipped with Coker tire
products.
“Partnering with Mecum Auctions will serve as a testament to
not only our love of classic vehi-

cles but also our focus on getting
the period-correct details that add
value to these incredible cars,”
President and COO of Coker Tire
Wade Kawasaki said. “For years,
Hot Rodders, custom-car builders and even concours-winning
restorers have known that Coker
Tire offers the best balance of
aesthetics and performance. Dana
Mecum and his team have built
an incredible presence with their
auctions both at the local and
national level, and their appreciation for preserved and restored
classics makes this relationship a
perfect fit.”
With a full line of tires and
wheels for both restored classics
and customized vehicles, Coker
Tire offers the highest quality
rolling stock for a wide array of
collector vehicles. From its latest
Firestone Wide Oval Radial tire
to concours-quality bias-ply tires
and steel wheels, Coker Tire
products are designed to preserve
factory aesthetics and increase
value while providing modern
performance and quality.

Dana Mecum (left) with Wade Kawasaki, Coker Tire
President (right)

release of its next-generation
Firestone Winterforce 2 tire for
cars and minivans, and its Firestone Winterforce 2UV tire for
crossovers, SUVs and pickup
trucks. Built to deliver longlasting winter performance* at
a great value, the next generation Firestone Winterforce 2 and
Winterforce 2UV tires feature a
special cold weather compound
for better grip in wintry conditions.*
“The Firestone Winterforce 2
and Winterforce 2 UV tires are a
great choice for practical-minded
drivers looking for dependable
winter performance season after
season,” said Erik Seidel, president, consumer replacement tire
sales, U.S. and Canada, Bridgestone Americas Tire Operations.
“We focused on taking our legendary Firestone Winterforce
offering to the next level. The

that dig into snow and slush and
offer reliable grip in winter driving conditions.”
Certified with the 3-Peak
Mountain Snowflake designation, the Firestone Winterforce
2 and Winterforce 2UV tires
feature a redesigned, full-depth
tread pattern and open shoulder
slots for increased snow performance. Additionally, every tire
in the Firestone Winterforce tire
line is studdable. The Firestone
Winterforce 2UV tire offers 14
percent more coverage of crossovers, SUVs and pickup trucks
than its predecessor.
Available in 52 sizes, the Firestone Winterforce 2 and Winterforce 2UV tire are backed by the
Firestone 30-Day Buy and Try
Guarantee.**
To learn more, contact an
authorized Firestone tire dealer
or visit FirestoneTire.com.

with Fisker
on New
“Emotion”
Vehicle Launch
Pirelli announced recently that
it is working with Fisker Inc.
to create advanced low rolling
resistance tires for the new Fisker
EMotion luxury electric vehicle,
set to launch in late 2019.
Pirelli will develop summer
P Zero tires in the following
sizes for the Fisker EMotion:
285/35R24 (F) and 305/35R24
(R). The focus of this development will be on low rolling resistance, spirited handling and extra
comfort due to tall sidewalls.
“This new partnership with
Fisker Inc. underscores Pirelli’s commitment to innovation
from the track to the street, seen
through our cutting edge technology applications and global
motorsport investment. So we are
thrilled to support Fisker Inc. with
these fitments on the EMotion
and align in our common goal
of pushing the boundaries of
premium driving performance,”
said Pierluigi Dinelli, CEO and
Chairman of Pirelli Tire North
America.
The AWD sedan features a
range of more than 400 miles,
hardware to support fully autonomous driving, fast-charging
of 125 miles in 9 minutes and
internet connectivity enabling
automatic updates to be streamed
directly to the vehicle. Created by
prominent automotive designer,
Henrik Fisker – renowned for
past work on iconic creations
like the BMW Z8, Aston Martin
DB9, VLF Force 1, Karma and
more – the EMotion also features never-before-seen design
elements that reflect the brand’s
supercar DNA.
“Our goal is to make the best
handling electric sports sedan
on the planet, with the most
comfortable ride, and Pirelli is
essential to achieve our goals,”
said Henrik Fisker, chairman
and CEO of Fisker Inc. “Pirelli
is world famous for designing
some of the highest performing
tires on the market. Incorporating
their low-rolling resistance technology into the EMotion really
completes the equation where
ground breaking supercar design
elements and technology meet
the very best in performance.”
The tires will be produced in
Rome, Georgia, strengthening
Pirelli’s ‘local for local’ approach
in North America. Fisker is also
exploring utilizing the Pirelli
Noise Cancelling System and
connected
tire
technology
features.
The Fisker EMotion will start
at $129,900, and is slated for
production in the United States.
Pirelli social media hashtags:
#pirelliusa #pirelli #pzero
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ACME AUTO DETAIL
Redmond based Acme Auto Detail
is owned and operated by the Antonio
Castillo family. Antonio has been in the
auto industry since 1999 first working
with new car dealerships then opening
and owning his own shop in Redmond.
Acme details cars, trucks, SUV’s and
boats from Renton to Everett including
the entire Eastside. Acme Auto Detail
is open Monday thru Friday 8 am to 6

U.S.A. OF YESTERDAY

pm and Saturday’s 9:30 am to 5 pm and
appointments are suggested. Acme Auto
Detail offers courtesy shuttle service with
pickup and delivery. Mobile service is
also available.
Antonio said “..... we specialize in high
quality details.” If you are looking for
an eastside detail shop call Acme Auto
Detail (425) 885-2423 or visit www.
acmeautodetail.net

U.S.A. of Yesterday is a unique business
that specializes in the brokerage of special
interest automobiles from the ‘30s, ‘40s,
‘50s and ‘60s. Located in a restored 1940s
Premier Auto Dealership in downtown
Tacoma. U.S.A. of Yesterday recreates
the exciting era of the ‘30s through ‘60s.
The dealership, an architectural showplace, complete with large circular glass
showrooms and turntables for the cars,
is a true essence of the past. U.S.A. of

Yesterday. The company specializes in
antique, classic and collector car sales,
consignment sales, financing, classic
vehicle insurance, on-site appraisal,
service department, nostalgic decorator
items, site rental for parties, auto detail
service and both private and public tours.
If you are an auto buff or have an interest
in old cars, be sure and stop by for a tour.
Look for the U.S.A. of Yesterday ad in the
AUTO NEWS service directory.

AUTOMOTIVE SALES
SALES &
AUTOMOTIVE
& SERVICES
SERVICES

BOOKS 4 CARS

FOREIGN CAR SERVICE

AUTOMOTIVE DETAIL

EUROPEAN CAR REPAIR

INDOOR KART RACING

ALIGNMENTS & ACCESSORIES

WHEELS & TIRES

MUFFLERS

NUTRITION PRODUCTS

CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE

You
Can Buy
You Can Buy
This
Space
This Space
for
for $40/mo.
$40/mo.
(206) 998-1247
www.AutoNewsOnline.com
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BOOKS4CARS.COM

DRAGERS CLASSICS
Jeri Drager, owner of Drager’s Classics,
has been in the collector car business for
over 30 years. Jeri’s dad opened Drager’s
Harley Davidson in 1950 on Dexter
Avenue, and Jeri eventually converted the
store to a classic car show room. He also
maintained a location on Aurora for years.
In 2001, Jeri moved his operation to
18805 Aurora Ave. North where he has
converted a warehouse into a classic car
and motorcycle show room and museum
featuring ‘30s, ‘40s, ‘50s and ‘60s
American cars, old motorcycles, pedal
cars, toys, old bikes, signs, automobilea

and stuff. We suggest you call ahead
(206) 533-9600) and Jeri will take you
for a trip into the past.
Drager’s Classics has over 100 classic
cars, motorcycles, and bikes on display
Jeri calls his place “Drager’s Club
House” and rents it out to friends and
customers for parties, meetings and
special events. Drager’s Classics is open
by appointment only, and you can check
out the inventory online at www.dragers.
com. Look for the Drager’s Classics ad
in the Auto News Service Directory.

CLASSIC, ANTIQUE, HOTROD SALES

Books4cars.com is the largest seller of
automotive shop manuals and auto books
in the U.S. The business, located in Seattle,
stocks over 40,000 titles.
Books4cars.com was started by Alex
Voss, a 30-year automotive veteran
who developed an interest in the auto
industry growing up in the Northwest.
Alex eventually moved to the Motor
City (Detroit) where he completed his
education at the General Motors Institute.
At the time, Alex was working as an

EXTREME RACING CARS

engineer with General Motors. He worked
on the Buick Park Avenue power train, C5
Corvette and all wheel drive power trains.
Alex was collecting repair manuals while
working with GM, and when he returned
to Seattle, he started books4cars.com.
Every day, books4cars.com will ship
over 100 orders all over the world. Alex
advertises books4cars.com in national
publications such as “Old Cars Weekly”
and “Hemmings.” Look for their ad in the
Auto News Directory.

WE PAY CASH FOR CARS

HOT RODS & COLLECTOR CARS
EUROPEAN CLASSIC CAR SERVICE

AUDIO & ACCESSORIES

FOREIGN CAR SERVICE

ANTIQUE BOATS FOR SALE

UPHOLSTERY & CONVERTIBLE TOPS

You Can Buy
This Space
for $40/mo.
(206) 484-6529
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VEHICLE/VESSEL LICENSING

AUTO & MARINE DETAIL
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BIGGS EASTSIDE AUTOMOTIVE
Conveniently located at 12700 Bel-Red
Rd. in Bellevue, Washington, Biggs Eastside can serve the entire Seattle metropolitan area. They specialize exclusively
in Land Rover and Range Rover service,
and you can expect the best quality of
service available for Land Rovers in the
entire northwest.
The shop has an Autologic diagnostic
system with all the latest software, capable
of everything the Dealer’s TestBook can

do and more, even on the newest models.
Unlike many independent shops, they also
carry a full line of factory equipment and
replacement parts. All the technicians are
Land Rover factory, ASE and ASA certified.
Biggs Eastside is truly the “dealer alternative.” For more information, log onto
www.biggsrovers.com and look for the
Biggs Eastside Automotive ad in the Auto
News Service Directory.

AUTOMOBILE REPAIR & SERVICE

AMERICAN MUTUAL INSURANCE SERVICES
Bill Smallwood III is a “car-guy”
with 22 years in the business. His
business,American Mutual Insurance
Services, LLC specializes in collector
car insurance and is the largest Hagerty
Collector Car Insurance agent on the
West Coast.
In addition to the Hagerty brand, Bill
represents Grundy, Heacock, Classic
Collectors, Safeco, Travelers, GMAC,
Met Life brands and many more.
Bill’s insurance agency represents

MOTORCYCLE SALES & SERVICE

clients in WA, OR, ID, CA, and AZ, has 10
employees, and is a full service agency. Bill
is also active in the car collector hobby and
has helped organize the “Mustang Roundup”
for a number of years as well as other car
shows. Bill participates in a number of
NW collector car shows as a vendor. Bill
said, “I am passionate about cars, and my
rates are very competitive.” Sounds like a
good combination to me. See the American
Mutual Insurance Services LLC ad in the
Auto News Service Directory.

CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE

927 N. 126th

Restrictions apply
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE

AIR BAG SERVICE & DIAGNOSIS

USED TIRES - NEW LOCATION

ACCOUNTING & TAX SERVICE
Steven B. Bishop, CPA, CVA, CFF
Principal

Get great advice from
CPA’s who like cars as
much as you do.

206.613.0240 direct
sbishop@badermartin.com
1000 Second Ave. 34th Floor
Seattle, WA 98104

Certified Public Accountants + Business Advisors

REAL ESTATE - PHOENIX

You
Buy
You Can
Can Buy
This
Space
This Space
for $40/mo.
$40/mo.
for

(206) 998-1247
www.AutoNewsOnline.com

EVENTS & CATERING
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A Photo Review - “30+ YEARS” - Eastside Auto News, THEN
Puget Sound Auto News, THEN Northwest Auto News, THEN
Auto News ofAmerica, THEN GlobalAuto News, and Still Growing!
(2011) Mitsubishi Introduces
Outlander Sport in Cabo San Lucas

Bill McCallum meets Bill Clinton and Bill Gates at an event (photo Auto News)

Maurice “Moe” Durand Mitsubishi Comm. Mgr. with Outlander in
Cabo San Lucas (photo Auto News)

2018 Subaru Crosstrek Performs Well On Snow and Ice
continued from page 3

on the steep climb. As we wound
our way up the mountain, I was
happy to be driving a manual
transmission that easily maneuvered in the harsh winter driving conditions and really made
me feel I had great control of
the vehicle at all times. Subaru’s
Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive
and raised suspension with Stablex dampers and 8.7 inches
of ground clearance make the
snowy roads easier to traverse.
The winter driving conditions on
the way up to Hurricane Ridge
can include severe weather that
includes icy or snowy roads,
changing snow conditions or
winter rains. Even four-wheeldrive vehicles are required to
carry tire chains.
The Sunshine Orange Subaru

Crosstrek that I drove definitely
stood out in the snow. Inside the
Crosstrek, comfortable seating
with excellent support made the
ride even easier. Orange stitching
on the cloth upholstery as well as
on the leather-wrapped steering
wheel complimented the exterior color. Fog lights, auto on/
off headlights, sound insulation
windshield, a six speaker audio
system, and body color exterior
mirrors are included in the 2.0i
Premium model which is priced
at $23,510.
The best part of our adventure in
the Subaru Crosstrek was that the
vehicle was as much fun to drive
in the snow as was the snowshoeing, cross-country and downhill
skiing, snowboarding and tubing
that await visitors when they get
to the top of the Ridge.

Icy road conditions in the snow park were a perfect place to experience the capabilities of the Subaru Crosstrek in snow and ice. (photo Sally Hanson)

www.subarupuyallup.com

888.873.5262
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The 2018 Lexus LC 500
is a “Game Changer”
By Bill McCallum
The Lexus LC 500 is definitely
a “game changer.” I define a
“game changer” as a new model
vehicle that as a result of a series
of major upgrades as in exterior
design, mechanical, technology,
MPG, or pricing will create a
significant sales increase within
a segment.
An example of past “game
changers” would be the Mazda
3, the Hyundai Sonata, the Alfa
Romeo Giulia, and more recently
the 2018 KIA Stinger and the
2018 Lexus LC 500. These cars
have been and will continue to
be top sellers in their segments.
The 2018 Lexus LC 500 with it’s
all-new radical exterior design
and a base MSRP of $92,000
competes against the Mercedes-

Benz S-Class Coupe, Porsche
911, BMW 8 Series and others.
The model I tested topped out
at $103,150.00 with a long list
of options including; the convenience package: Intuitive Park
Assist and Blind Spot Monitor
with Rear Cross Traffic Alert,
21” forged wheels, Mark Levinson Premium Surround System,
Sport Package with Carbon Roof
& 8-way power front sport seats
and much more.
The Lexus 2018 LC 500 we
tested was powered by a 5.0 Liter
V8 DOHC, 32 value VVT-i Variable Valve Timing with Intelligence mated with a 10-speed
Sport Direct Shift automatic
delivering 471 horsepower.
To drive the 2018 Lexus LC
500 is “to like it” as they say.

(See Page 1 photo of LC 500)

The KIA Niro is the “Prius
Fighter” and shares the hybrid
platform with the Hyundai Ioniq.
The Kia Niro is powered by a
1.6L inline -four cylinder engine
mated with an electric motor
producing 139 horsepower and
195lb-ft of torque. The KIA
Niro’s 6 speed automatic transmission helps deliver an impressive 46 to 52 MPG city and 40
to 49 MPG hiway. The MPG
rating plus the base price starting
at $24,000 gives the KIA Niro
an industry leading value in the
hybrid segment.
The KIA Niro comes standard
with an infotainment system
that includes Apple Car Play,
Android Auto and much more.
The KIA Niro base warranty is 5
years/60,000 miles.
So if you are looking for a
small car with great fuel economy, packed with safety features, and industry leading value
the KIA Niro should be on your
“must see” list.

The KIA Niro is
the “Prius Fighter”

Kia Niro at Ming’s Gallery (photo Auto News)

With the new car brands that the O’Brien
Auto Group has, like a Portland Kia dealership
and a Toyota-Scion dealersip, we take in a
bunch of quality trade-ins every day. Our
customers are constantly trading up to a
new vehicle leaving us with a tremendous
selection of well-maintained, one-owner
pre-owned vehicles--many still with factory
warranties including Certified Pre-Owned.
Stop by one of our stores or shop us online.
From commuters to luxury,
we’ve got what you’re looking for!
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Mecum Kicks Off 2018 with
$
96.6 Million Sale in Kissimmee
The World’s Largest CollectorCar Auction Continues Climbing
to New Heights
Mecum Auctions’ annual
collector-car auction in Kissimmee, Florida, has long held the
title of “world’s largest,” and
this year’s auction again raised
the bar, taking the collector-car
auction market to new heights.
Demonstrating $10 million in
growth over last year’s auction,
Mecum Kissimmee 2018 saw
2,208 vehicles hammer sold from
Jan. 5-14 for overall sales totals
of $96.6 million—a number still
on the rise as sales continue to be
finalized in Mecum’s Bid Goes
On department. With an unprecedented total of 3,023 vehicles
crossing the auction block, the
sell-through rate reached an
impressive 73 percent throughout
the 10-day event.
Topping all sales at the 2018
auction was the one-of-120 2015
Ferrari LaFerrari (Lot S110) that
commanded a $3.41 million sale,
followed by the 150-mile 2016
Ferrari F12tdf (Lot S113) from
the Michael Fux Collection that
demanded $1.32 million. With
this year’s auction featuring two
dozen private collections from
many well-known and respected
collectors, Fux’s collection of
more than 30 highly desirable
classic and collector vehicles
served as a headlining offering.
In total, Fux’s collection brought
more than $6.54 million in sales.
Following his F12tdf, the next
singular vehicle offering from
Fux to make the auction’s top 10
list was another exotic donning
the prancing horse emblem: a

2015 Ferrari 458 Speciale Aperta
(Lot S111) that sold for $726,000.
Unique, multi-vehicle offerings were an additional highlight
at this year’s auction, and two
such sales landed among the top
five, including Fux’s MercedesBenz AMG Black Series Quartet
(Lot S118) that sold for more than
$1 million. The other top-selling
multi-vehicle offering was that
of two 1969 Chevrolet Camaro
ZL1s (Lot T150) that brought
$1.21 million.
In addition to the extraordinary
sales results, Kissimmee 2018
raised the bar in entertainment
with the first-ever Mecum culinary cook-off for celebrity chefs,
as well as live music, drum lines,
live variety entertainers, many
sponsor education sessions and
much more, further expanding
on the event’s festival-like atmosphere.
“Kissimmee 2018 proved to
be another year of exceptional
growth in overall sales totals,
individual sales prices and
exceeding the milestone achievement of consigning more than
3,000 cars,” commented Consignment Director Frank Mecum.
“We’re proud to continue to hold
the world’s largest collector-car
auction in Florida, and we are
excited to raise the bar once again
in 2019.”
TOP 3 Sellers
1. 2015 Ferrari LaFerrari (Lot
S110) at $3,410,000
2. 2016 Ferrari F12tdf (Lot
S113) at $1,320,000
3. The 1969 Camaro
ZL1 Offering (Lot T150) at
$1,210,000

ACURA

Acura of Seattle – www.obrienautogroup.com

ASTON MARTIN

Galpin Aston Martin – www.galpin.com
Park Place Aston Martin

AUDI
Audi of Newport Beach – www.newportautocenter.com

BENTLEY
Bentley of Newport Beach – www.newportautocenter.com

BMW
BMW of Seattle – www.BMWseattle.com

BUICK

Buick Puyallup – www.harnishautofamily.com
Haselwood Buick – www.westhillsautoplex.com

CADILLAC
Doug’s NW Cadillac – www.dougscadillac.com

CHEVROLET

Roy Robinson Chev – www.royrobinsonchevy.com

CHRYSLER

Gillis Auto Center – www.gillisautocenter.com
West Hills Chrysler – www.westhillsautoplex.com

DODGE / RAM

Gillis Auto Center – www.gillisautocenter.com
West Hills Dodge – www.westhillsautoplex.com

2015 Ferrari LaFerrari, 1 of 120 For the U.S. Market, 317 Miles (Lot S110) Sold for $3,410,000

The 1969 Camaro ZL1, Offering No. 18 & 30 of 69 Built, Sold as a Pair (Lot T150) Sold
for $1,210,000

FIAT

iat of a o a

www.fiatofta o a. o

FORD

Galpin Ford – www.galpin.com
Gillis Auto Center – www.gillisautocenter.com
West Hills Ford – www.westhillsautoplex.com

GMC

GMC of Puyallup – www.harnishautofamily.com
Haselwood GMC – www.westhillsautoplex.com

HONDA

Galpin Honda – www.galpin.com
Honda of Marysville – www.obrienautogroup.com
West Hills Honda – www.westhillsautoplex.com

HYUNDAI

Doug’s Hyundai – www.dougshyundai.com
Haselwood Hyundai – www.westhillsautoplex.com

INFINITI

fi it of elle ue www.i fi itiof elle ue. o

JAGUAR
Galpin Jaguar – www.galpin.com
Jaguar of Tacoma – www.obrienautogroup.com

JEEP

Gillis Auto Center – www.gillisautocenter.com
West Hills Jeep – www.westhillsautoplex.com

KIA

Portland Kia – www.obrienautogroup.com
West Hills Kia – www.westhillsautoplex.com

LAND ROVER

Land Rover Tacoma – www.obrienautogroup.com

LEXUS

Lexus of Bellevue – www.obrienautogroup.com
Lexus of Tacoma – www.obrienautogroup.com

LINCOLN

Galpin Lincoln – www.galpin.com

MAZDA

Doug’s Mazda of Lynnwood – www.dougsmazda.com
West Hills Mazda – www.westhillsautoplex.com

MERCEDES-BENZ

Mercedes-Benz of Lynnwod – www.mblynwood.com

NISSAN

Bellevue Nissan – www.bellevuenissan.com

PORSCHE

Porsche of Newport Beach – www.newportautocenter.com

SUBARU

Subaru of Puyallup – www.harnishautofamily.com
Galpin Subaru – www.galpin.com
Roy Robinson Subaru – www.royrobinson.com

TOYOTA

Toyota of Portland – www.obrienautogroup.com
Toyota of Renton – www.obrienautogroup.com
Toyota of Kirkland – www.obrienautogroup.com
Heartland Toyota – www.westhillsautoplex.com

VOLKSWAGEN

Galpin VW – www.galpin.com
VW of Kirkland – www.obrienautogroup.com
Volkswagen of Puyallup – www.harnishautofamily.com
Haselwood VW – www.westhillsautoplex.com

VOLVO

Volvo of Tacoma – www.obrienautogroup.com
Galpin Volvo – www.galpin.com
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